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Editor’s comment

William Davis

E
We talk to researchers,
scientists, technologists,
professors, doctors,
industrialists and
innovators from all over
Europe and highlight
the work they are doing
that is likely to change
the world in which we
live. We are writing
about ground-breaking
developments and
globally significant
results that are pushing
back boundaries and
addressing the greatest
challenges facing our
society

very time I flick through the pages of Projects Magazine, the sheer
breadth and quality of the research and innovation we feature never
ceases to amaze me. We talk to researchers, scientists, technologists,
professors, doctors, industrialists and innovators from all over Europe
and highlight the work they are doing that is likely to change the world in
which we live. We are writing about groundbreaking developments and globally
significant results that are pushing back boundaries and addressing the greatest
challenges facing our society.
As well as being a fascinating read, all this makes what we do in this
magazine an essential part of Europe’s successful research and innovation
process. It is vital that the projects with whom we work tell the right people at
the right time all about what they are doing. They need to let possible
collaborators know about new results, possible investors know about new
innovations and policy makers know about how their work can and should
shape the decisions they make. After all, these decisions affect us all.
Believe it or not, that is not as easy as it may seem, particularly when as a
researcher you are rightly concentrating hard on achieving the results you
have set out to achieve! But this publication enables all participating projects
to communicate effectively with a highly-targeted and relevant audience with
accessible material produced for them by our dedicated team, and this is
something we work hard to achieve.
Perhaps Projects Magazine’s most compelling raison d’etre, however, is the
fact that the expert content we produce for the projects with whom we work is
free to read for our large and influential audience. This open access policy is
fundamental to our success. While universities, institutions, public bodies and
individuals spend millions every year to access peer-review journals and other
sources of scientific and technological information, we believe that money is
better spent on the research and innovation itself.
Our partners do pay a small fee for our expert services, of course, but this
simply covers the cost of our print and distribution along with the expert
technical writing we provide. From then on, the information is open and free
for all to read.
This principle of open access to information is one that Insight has carried
through to our latest innovation in dissemination, SEED and the SEED Research
Library. These crucial research dissemination tools give projects the opportunity
to create contextualised online dissemination that simply does not exist at the
moment and this will lead to a huge increase in the awareness of European
research projects, collaboration and successful innovation – globally. And, of
course, access to this vital resource is free to all.
You will hear more about SEED over the coming weeks as we look to roll out
the development with a targeted marketing campaign and awareness-building
exercise, but in the meantime, please visit www.seedresearchlibrary.com to
find out more.

William Davis
Managing Director,
Insight Publishers
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FEATURE

As part of its commitment to
promote active and healthy
ageing, the European Commission
has an ambitious agenda to keep
all Europeans active for longer
– two years for all of us by 2020.
Commissioner for Health and
Consumer Policy, John Dalli, is
determined that innovation and
ICT play a central part in achieving
this goal and here explains just
how he believes it
can be achieved

Giving us all two more
years of active living
www.projectsmagazine.eu.com
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T

he EU’s population is changing: Europeans
are living longer than ever before, and this
pattern is expected to continue due to
medical breakthroughs and an improved
standard of living.
This is one of our most valuable achievements.
But while many Europeans live active and healthy
lives well into their retirement, others are unable
to do so. Half of Europe’s 65 to 74 year olds have
self-reported a health problem. Today, 20 per cent
of our lifespan is still spent, on average, in ill
health. Those over 65 will be unwell for half of
their remaining life.
This situation has a major effect on the future of
Europe. It impacts the wellbeing of society; it
affects public policy and the sustainability of the
health and care system.
Our health and care systems urgently require
restructuring to match the demands of ageing
societies.
Indeed, the current average total spending on
health care in the EU 27 is already high, from six
per cent in Lithuania to over 11 per cent of GDP in
France, and most of it is publicly financed. The
European Commission projects that, solely as a
result of our ageing population, healthcare
spending is likely to rise by between 1.5 and two
percentage points of GDP in the next 50 years.
This is why we are putting wellness as a top
priority in health policy.
We want to dedicate more resources and expend
more effort in keeping people well while
continuing to give our citizens the best cure and
care when they get sick.
Encouraging citizens to stay active and healthy
as they get older will contribute to reducing the
severity of the situation.
The European Commission is taking determined
action to promote and encourage active and
healthy ageing. One of the key initiatives is the
European Innovation Partnership on Healthy and
Active Ageing.
The highly ambitious objective of this initiative is
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to add two healthy life years to the average
healthy life span of European citizens by 2020.
To do this, it aims to deliver:
• Better health and quality of life for Europeans
• More efficient and sustainable health systems
• Greater EU competitiveness and growth.
It seeks to translate innovative ideas into
tangible products and services that really respond
to the needs of older Europeans. To succeed, we
need to consider ageing as an opportunity to be
innovative and to find new ways of working
together; to be more efficient and to find new
business opportunities.
The Commission has been working together with
Member States, regional actors, the private sector,
non-governmental organisations, and the care
workforce, to distil the many good ideas for action
we have received from stakeholders. These ideas
constitute the core of the Strategic Implementation
Plan that was endorsed in November last year.
Implementation begins now, starting with several
specific actions addressing some of the key issues.
Steps should be taken to make it easier for older
people to adhere to medication and treatments.
Many of them take several different medications
for multiple chronic illnesses, which can further
impact their health and their ability to follow
their treatment as instructed. Currently, only 79
per cent of patients take their ‘once-daily’ dose,
while only 51 per cent of patients required to take
four doses actually do so.
Frailty, both physical and cognitive, is highly
prevalent in old age. Support via preventive
actions on frailty in older people offers
opportunities to significantly improve the
functional status and quality of life of older
people, and to make savings in formal care
services where their use is unnecessary and
avoidable.
Falls are the dominant cause of injuries among
the elderly, accounting for 29 per cent of all fatal
injuries of older people. As a consequence of these
falls, many become dependent and require
institutional care with high implications for costs,
and reduced quality of life.
Further, we have identified the need to move
towards integrated care models for chronic disease
management.
Successfully tested models for integrated care in
Europe confirm an improvement in the quality,
and accessibility, of care for patients with chronic
conditions.
There is a huge potential of ICT tools in ageing.
The Partnership also proposes to launch a
large-scale action across Europe promoting the
use of flexible and interoperable products and
services, as part of the implementation of
independent living solutions.
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Finally, a specific action on a platform of
age-friendly buildings, cities and environments,
based on the WHO age-friendly cities initiative,
will also start being implemented this year. The
aim is to promote active ageing more broadly and
support older people as empowered consumers.
The Commission recently issued a
Communication endorsing the strategic
implementation plan. To kick-start
implementation, “invitations for commitment”
have been published, and stakeholders are invited
to submit commitments to work on the specific
actions. Europe’s regions often play a crucial role
as they are responsible for planning, management,
operation and development in the health sector.
Co-operation is not just limited to those regions
that are already strongly represented in Brussels.
We also want to reach out to regions further
afield, for example some of our smaller regions,
and regions from our newer Member States.
New regional initiatives are already emerging in
the context of the Partnership. For example, the
Covasna Region in Romania is developing an
important breakthrough project with the support
of the Northern Health and Social Care Trust of
Northern Ireland and the European Federation of
Nurses, to implement a patient-centred social and
health care model.
The Commission has also set up a Marketplace
for Innovative Ideas. This is a website where
partners can showcase their best practices,
interact and learn from each other. We truly
depend on participation in order to reach the
Partnership’s objectives.
2012 is the European Year for Active Ageing and
Solidarity between Generations. This coalition of
40 European organisations see the European Year
as an opportunity to address age discrimination
and demographic change in a way that is fair and
sustainable for all ages. We need innovation to
keep people active and healthy, to improve care
and to enhance the efficiency of our care systems.
It is the wealth of ideas, experience, projects, and
commitments that we now need to move forward
to make a significant change in the health care
services of tomorrow.
As official media partners for the Ambient
Assisted Living programme, Insight Publishers
produced the official executive summary of the
last AAL Forum, held in Lecce last year. It
addresses many of Commissioner Dalli’s points
and Insight will be at the next AAL Forum in
Spain to deliver a similar summary of progress
towards a more active future for our ageing
population. Visit http://www.projectsmagazine.
eu.com/opinion/aal_forum_2011_executive_
summary to view the AAL Executive Summary
2011.
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News from the world of Research and Development with Ellen Haggan

Mapping the ancient climate in Iraq

T

he world’s past climate can be
tracked through a variety of
means, including trees and marine
sediments, but now scientists have
discovered written records over 1000
years old that may shed light on
climactic events at the time, when cold
waves and snow were normal.
The records were found in Iraq and
written by Arabic historians
chronologically narrating social, political
and religious matters. Spanish researchers
have focussed on meteorological notes
regarding the Iraqi city of Baghdad.

The study indicates a number of cold
waves in comparison to current weather
data – between 902 and 944 AD there were
six snowfalls in Baghdad.
The lead author and researcher, Fernando
Domínguez-Castro, commented; “We have
recovered an interesting chronology of
climatic events, such as droughts, floods,
rain, frost, heat and cold waves as well as
strong winds during the period between
816-1009 in the areas now known as Iraq
and Syria.”
One event of note was an especially cold
drop in temperature in 920 AD, when the

documents record Baghdad citizens
coming down from their roofs and
sleeping inside their houses. Scientists
suggest this may have been due to a
volcanic eruption the year before, however
more evidence is needed to confirm the
hypothesis.
“The Arabic records are very useful for
reconstructing the climate in eras and
places about which we know very little,”
the researchers commented, and they
concluded that ‘robust climate
information’ had been extracted from the
documents.

New techniques for monitoring GM

G

enetically modified (GM) crops
need to be monitored not just
in the field, but also in the food
processing chain.
Developed to improve crop yield or
viability, some GM crops are resistant to
herbicides and viruses, others produce
proteins such as collagen for the
pharmaceutical industry.
However there has been much debate
over the environmental repercussions
if these ‘man-made’ plants were to
cross-fertilise with wild species. One
fear is that this could result in herbicide
resistant weeds.
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New research has now shown that
products from genetically modified crops
can be identified at low concentration,
using bioluminescent real time reporter
(BART) technology, and loop mediated
isothermal amplification (LAMP).
These techniques were combined
in order to identify a 0.1 per cent GM
contamination of maize. This is far
below the current EU limit of 0.9 per
cent.
These techniques offer a new
approach, replacing the more commonly
used polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
which involves complex extraction

procedures and very specific equipment.
The new techniques allowed
scientists to amplify DNA at a constant
temperature (using LAMP) and then
identified GM-specific DNA in real time
(using BART).
Dr Guy Kiddle from Lumora, who led
the research, commented; “This method
requires only basic equipment for DNA
extraction, and a constant temperature
for DNA amplification and detection.
Consequently LAMP-BART provides a
‘field-ready’ solution for monitoring GM
crops and their interaction with wild
plants or non-GM crops.”
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ESO Image of the month

Fleeting
appearance
This year, on the 5th and 6th of
June, Venus will pass across the
face of the sun in a once-in-alifetime experience.
Transits occur only when Venus
and the Earth are in line with
the Sun. Usually, because their
orbits are at a slight angle, Venus
passes above or below the Sun.
Building on Copernicus’ theories,
scientists were able to predict
the orbits of Venus and Mercury
for centuries.
The next time Venus is
scheduled to cross the Sun again
is not until 2117.

Electric pain relief

This image was taken by the Wild Field Imager
attached to the MPG/ESO 2.2-metre telescope
found at the La Silla Observatory in Chile.
This particular star cluster (NGC 6604) is
often overlooked in favour of its prominent
neighbour, the Eagle Nebula.
However, this picture demonstrates the
individual beauty of the star cluster, placing it

in a landscape of gas and dust clouds. The
NGC 6604 also emanates an unusual column
of hot ionised gas, known as a ‘chimney’ and
reaching over 650 light years in length.
Although similar structures have been
observed elsewhere, the cluster provides a
nearby example for scientists to investigate
this phenomena.

Sustainable energy technology

M

any technologies are under
investigation as a possible alternative
to nuclear power, but one neglected
aspect of this research is how sustainable the
material requirements are.
However efficient the new process, it is
unsustainable if the materials needed are rare.
To tackle this scientists have developed new
renewable photovoltaic devices. These
dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) consist of a
semiconductor (titanium dioxide) which coated
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with a coloured dye. This dye absorbs sunlight
and injects an electron into the semiconductor.
Conventional DSCs use ruthenium dyes which
are relatively rare and expensive, however this
team have extracted the dyes from zinc, a
cheap and easily available metal. “This is a
significant step towards our dream of coupling
photovoltaics and lighting in an intelligent
curtain which can store solar energy during
the day and function as a lighting device at
night,” one researcher commented.

A team of researchers have
shown that brain stimulation
technology may be able to
prevent migraine attacks.
Their technique involves using
transcranial direct current
stimulation (tDCS) which applies
a mild electrical current to
the brain through electrodes
attached to the scalp.
This allows the currents to go
deep into the brain and tap into
the so-called ‘pain network’ –
interconnected brain regions
that are involved in perceiving
and regulating pain.
The technology appears to
reverse ingrained changes in
the brain caused by chronic
migraine, and when the
procedure was repeated the
improvements accumulated,
reducing the duration and
intensity of attacks.
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Inspiration
Predicting bird broods
from moths
Max Planck, Princeton and
Edinburgh University researchers
can predict the number of offspring
Anti-reflective
are have based on its
acoatings
bird(ARCs)
will
based on nanomaterials
that reduce
hormone
levels. Hormones such
the amount of
reflected
light; they
as
prolactin
and corticosterone
are commonlyaffect
used in optical
devices
the
behaviour of birds in
such as glasses
and photo lenses.season and in turn affect
breeding
reproductive
capabilities
Some of thetheir
most efficient
ARCs
are found in and
nature, most
notably in
success.
However, it is not
the eyes of moths,
which
are covered breeding season that
only
during
in a layer of tiny
bumps hormones
smaller than
their
matter – general
the wavelength
of incoming lightlevels also dictate, long in
hormone
and serve to advance,
eliminate glare and how many eggs a breeding
improve nocturnal
vision.
pair
will lay and how often.
Although expensive
coatings
An animal’s
hormonal constitution
that mimic these
properties
have
is of
major
significance for
previously been
developed,
for
its
reproductive
success,
the first timeand
researchers
the
is atpossibly
an important
Max Planck Institute
have found
a
driving
force
of evolution.
method costing the same as similar
ACRs, with greater possibility for
customisation.

“We were surprised that we cou
predict how many offspring a
breeding pair would have based
on hormone values three weeks
before the breeding season,” rep
Jenny Ouyang, of the study.

“Sparrows that had low
corticosterone values before
the breeding season raised the
most offspring. Especially birds
with low values before, but high
values during the season had th
highest reproductive success.

They apparently invested a lot o
work in the brood. In contrast,
the animals that had a very
strong hormonal reaction to
stress, fed their young less and
produced fewer offspring.”

Event of
the month

The process uses gold nanoparticles
to form the regular tiny bumps
and the structural perameters such
as height and shape can be easily
controlled.
The solution is now on route for
commercialisation.

Mobile World Congress
Barcelona 14 – 17th February

Spacial memory affected by age?
I
The GSMA Mobile World Congress
is a three day conference
devoted to mobile technology.
It attracts over 50,000
from 200
countries.
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placed in a dark space a few metres in
diameter.
They were asked to move around the area
and return to the start point. Without
visual or audio clues, they were relying
entirely on idiothetic memory. The
experiment used two groups, one aged
20-29, the other aged 64-77 years old.
The study found that while visual memory
was impaired with age, idiothetic memory
showed no significant difference. “Our
conclusions are optimistic. While in healthy
subjects,
regardless of council
gender, the efficiency
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nsight are proud to announce a media
partnership with the upcoming AAL
Summit 2012 held in Bibao, Spain.
The aim of the conference is to address the
gap between policy and technology and so drive
investment to deploy AAL solutions at scale.
Expressed in the tagline; ‘New avenues to fill
the gap between health and welfare demands
and effective ICT solutions’, AAL have set
forward a set of clear goals for the Summit to
address these particular challenges:
• To provide a detailed identification of the
different market barriers that currently
impede AAL solutions from being deployed
and used by those who really need them.
• To find new ways and procedures to overcome

the current market barriers.
• To address the need to drive AAL products
and solutions to being commercially available
as mainstream products.
• To tackle the need for the design of new
policies in order to remove current
constraints.
• To analyze the real needs of potential buyers
and end-users to avoid mismatches between
offer and demand.
The conference will take place on 27th to the
29th June 2012 and will bring to light the
valuable points of view of investors and
entrepreneurs in the AAL domain.
Please see their website www.aalsummit2012.
org for more information.

Restoring Europe’s lakes

Slowing down MS
Scientists at the Mayo Clinic
Department of Physical Medicine
and Rehabilitation have found
that an antibody that neutralises
Kallikrein 6 with the effect of
delaying the onset of MS in mice.
Researchers gave mice the virus
and one week later showed elevated
levels of Kallikrein 6. Researchers
then treated them to produce the
antibody, they observed a reduction
in inflammatory white blood cells
and a decrease in diseases affecting
the brain and spinal cord.
Lead researcher Isobel Scarisbrick,
Ph.D., commented; “We were
able to slow the course of disease
through early chronic stages, both
in the brain and spinal cord.”
Scarisbrick explained, “In the early
chronic stages of some neurological
diseases, Kallikrein 6 may represent
a good molecule to target with
drugs capable of neutralizing its
effects.”.

Better together
The Centre for Genomic Regulation
(CRG) in the Barcelona Biomedical
Research Park, and the National
Centre for Genomic Analysis
(CNAG) in the Barcelona Science
Park, have signed a collaboration
agreement to boost research in the
field of genomic analysis.
The partnership will provide an
opportunity for collaboration on
particular research projects and
promote research of interest to
both institutions.
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BIOLOGY

Research intensive University network LERU discusses . . .

The future of the
research university
T

he leaders of some of the world’s most prestigious
universities gathered at an unprecedented event
to discuss the future of the research-intensive
universities (RIUs) in Europe and the world. For the
first time also the most prominent RIU networks from
Europe (LERU), the US (AAU), Australia (Go8) and
China (C9) met together. They did so at the invitation
of the League of European Research Universities
(LERU), which celebrated its 10-year anniversary with
a unique conference at the Universitat de Barcelona on
9-10 May 2012.
Who then is LERU to claim that RIUs are the “guide
and engine for Europe 2050”, the conference theme? At
the beginning of this millennium a few Rectors –
LERU’s “founding fathers” – discovered their kindred
spirits, united in the idea that RIUs are unique in what
and how they contribute to the economy and to society,
and that these varied contributions are all in some way
connected to the very rich tapestry of research activity
that occurs at their institutions. They realised there
was a need for RIUs in Europe to speak with one voice
about the importance of fundamental research, the
strengths of broad-based, research-led universities and
the need for long term public investment in them. It
was much needed in a Europe where the Lisbon
Agenda, with its focus on economic benefit and
innovation, was shaping what governments wanted
from their universities.
It may seem counter-intuitive but what the ViceChancellor of the University of Cambridge, Sir Leszek
Borysiewicz, argued in his keynote speech at the
conference is that “universities’ contribution to the
economy is so effective precisely because it is not our
primary objective”. That is why strong, smart public
investment in universities is even more important
when the economic outlook is bad.
He and other university heads representing RIU
networks from around the world discussed how their
institutions are equipping themselves for the future.
While it may be provocative to say in these days of
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economic and other crises, the magic ingredient may
very well be the unfettered pursuit of frontier research,
in all its breadth and depth, grounded in universities’
unique capacity to attract and nurture talented people
working on all kinds of ideas to find each other,
developing new research avenues, leading to
breakthroughs. Mix all this with strong support
services in the university and a rich environment of
businesses and institutes clustering around RIUs and
you get a powerful knowledge-pushing engine. The
messages to governments are clear:
1) understand the university enterprise as a complex,
interacting whole and as a source of multiple,
separate benefits to society;
2) realise that RIUs are one of a few real trump cards
in their hands in the fierce global competition for
leading edge research and creative human talent;
3) value universities’ freedom and autonomy to set
their own course, so that they’re able to participate
in this competition without having one or both
hands tied behind their backs.
These are precisely the messages that LERU has been
developing for the past 10 years. LERU does not claim
that its 21 members are the only or even the 21 “best”
RIUs in Europe. It should be seen rather as a group of
like-minded universities who are willing to put a lot of
time and energy into crystalising these ideas, in
writing them down in papers and reports, and in
bringing LERU’s messages to policy makers,
governments, funders, academe and beyond.
LERU’s views have been aimed in the first place at
the EU rather than the national level, but they have
certainly influenced debates at the national level as
well. In its 30+ publications LERU has voiced opinions,
advice and recommendations on a broad array of
topics. Some stem from the universities’ desire to speak
out on the issues above and others such as technology
transfer, open access, researchers’ training and careers,
women in research, university rankings and research
assessment. Others respond specifically to EU research
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policy developments and initiatives such as the
European Research Council, the European Institute of
Innovation and Technology, the Framework
Programmes, the European Research Area, the
“Modernisation Agenda”, etc.
In addition to its work as a policy development and
advocacy group, LERU fosters mutual learning and
collaboration among the members of the network,
bringing all kinds of experts together in a variety of
contexts. There is a LERU doctoral summer school and
an annual conference for undergraduate students. The
LERU Rectors have adopted a model code of practice
for research employment and model agreements for
joint doctorates.
Ten years ago LERU was founded with a vision “to
rock the boat”. In its first decade, LERU has spoken out
on many contentious issues, led by the vast experience
of its strong membership. It has firmly established
itself as a network of top-level universities standing up
for the importance of fundamental research. LERU has
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taken on a leadership role on behalf of RIUs to achieve
a better understanding of the role of universities in
safeguarding society’s trust and investment in science.
We have built up an organisation that is fit to deliver
on our goals, have succeeded in disseminating our
messages and influencing others with our views.
For the next decade, we intend to continue to rock
the boat, taking on new challenges, leading by
example and delivering the combined wisdom and
experience of Europe’s leading RIUs with a sound
vision of the future for research universities in an ever
more globally competitive higher education market,
with opportunities for mutual learning and
enrichment, and with concrete and practical advice to
universities, its staff and students, and to those who
interact with them and want to thoroughly understand
them - governments, businesses and others. LERU
intends to keep pushing the frontiers… simply because,
to quote again Sir Leszek, “serving society is at the
core of what we do”.
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Biology

Happy pills, bottled smiles – whatever you like to call them, antidepressants are some of the most
widely used prescription drugs in the world. They are used to treat patients with chronic anxiety and
depression, and can be extremely beneficial for sufferers of these debilitating mental states. However,
Claus Juul Loland of the University of Copenhagen believes he and a team of researchers may
have discovered a way in which they can greatly enhance the way in which these drugs work

The new
drugs for
depression
“When looking at depression, the
most important chemical to consider is
serotonin,” explains Loland. “This is a
neurotransmitter in the brain that, in
theory, when released delivers a sense of
well-being. Thus, when people are
depressed it is generally a good idea to
get more serotonin into their brain.”
The way in which current tricyclic
antidepressants as well as selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors work is by
inhibiting the serotonin transporter
protein that mediates the reuptake of
serotonin back into the secreting
neurons. When this protein is inhibited
it will cause a higher serotonin signal
between the neurons, and consequently
a higher level of serotonin.
These drugs, such as Prozac, or ‘happy
pills’ as they are sometimes referred to,
are widely used, with around 10 per cent
of the population of the USA regularly
taking them. However, the way in which
they work is not ideal. “’Happy pills’ is
16
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actually a rather misleading name”, says
Loland, “because what is happening
when you take them is, rather than
becoming more happy, your mood is
being stabilised. They will stop you from
becoming depressed, but at the same
time they will also stop you from
becoming particularly happy. The
general effect is that both ends of the
spectrum are dulled.”
Recent findings that have arisen from
Loland’s research may have opened a
path towards a new way of treating
depression. “There is another binding
site on the protein that the traditional
antidepressants act upon that has been
known about for quite a long time, but
has not been fully understood,” explains
Loland. “Many investigators have tried
before to differentiate and elucidate this
dual-binding on the transporter protein
for many years, but until now have
lacked the proper methods of doing so.
“What we have done is to employ the

most recent ways of characterising
proteins, using computer-guided models
and making specific mutants inside the
protein to map the binding site.”
What differentiates this other binding
site from the one that is utilised by
current antidepressants is that it allows
for what is called allosteric inhibition.
“Basically, we do not know yet what
specific effects it will have to selectively
inhibit the allosteric site, but the
inhibition seems to be activitydependent.” Rather than completely
blocking the transporter protein from
functioning, this binding site can be
used to inhibit its activity more when it
is more active and less when it is less
active. “This is the equivalent of having
a volume dial compared to having a
simple on-off switch,” explains Loland,
“meaning that you can increase or
decrease the degree of inhibition as a
function of serotonin activity.
“What we are doing now is screening
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Project Information
Project Title:
Mapping of the allosteric binding site
on the serotonin transporter
Project Objective:
Elucidation of the structural
mechanisms and molecular function
behind the allosteric binding
site in the serotonin transporter
using molecular modelling and
mutagenesis.
Project Funding:
The Danish Independent Research
Council’s Sapere Aude programme;
The Lundbeck Foundation
and developing inhibitors that selectively
bind to the allosteric site. All of the
current inhibitors bind to both sites, so
we need to identify these specific
allosteric inhibitors. We still do not have
any knowledge about what effect these
drugs will have on patients, but it will
most likely be different from the current
ones; we hope it will be for the better.”
The method employed for finding
these inhibitors involves using genetic
engineering techniques to introduce the
portion of human DNA that codes for the
serotonin transporter into an immortal
cell line, which can then be grown in a
laboratory.
These cells will then begin to express
the protein on the cell surface, after
which potential drugs can be tested upon
them to see exactly how they bind to the
protein.
Mutations can then also be introduced,
creating subtle changes in the amino
acid composition of the protein, allowing
the researchers to assess exactly how
each part of the binding site is reacting
with the drug.
“This process is a very well established
technique,” explains Loland, “but the
advantage that we have now is that we
can use relatively reliable computerised
molecular modelling of the protein to
initially gauge how a specific drug might
interact with the binding site. This gives
us a huge head start on knowing which
amino acids to concentrate on; if we
were to go by random selection then we
would have to exhaustively search
through each of the 620 amino acids,
which would be a huge task.”
The team from the University of
Copenhagen is now working together
with a Danish pharmaceutical company
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which has provided them with a library
of compounds that could potentially be
used as allosteric inhibitors. “We have
had some hits,” says Loland, “which is
very exciting. The best compounds have
a high enough affinity for the allosteric
site, meaning that they are effective
with small doses, which is necessary
because obviously you do not want to be
administering drugs to people by the
kilo!”
Loland is keen to explain why he
believes the compounds that target this
specific site will be superior to the drugs
that are currently available. “I think it is
important that some serotonin activity
remains; if we could rather decrease its
activity slightly then that would almost
certainly be beneficial.
“One of the major problems with
totally blocking the transporters is that
it does not allow the serotonin to be
reused at a later stage, and it essentially
goes to waste.
“The only way that the cells can then
replenish serotonin levels is to synthesise
more, which is quite a slow process
compared to when serotonin is
reabsorbed.
“If we could create a drug that
enhances the serotonin level in some
instances but keeps the overall activity
of the transporter then that would be a
lot more useful.
“If nothing else,” Claus adds “the
compounds are already excellent tools
for elucidating fundamental processes of
the serotonin transporter.”
Only time will tell as to whether Claus
and his colleagues can happen across the
right compound, but the potential of a
new, third generation of antidepressants
could well be arriving in the near future.

Project Partners:
• Lundbeck A/S

Claus Juul Loland
Claus Juul Loland is
the Associate Professor
in Neuropharmacology
at the University of Copenhagen.
He has an M.Sc in Human Biology
and a PhD from Graduate School
of Neuroscience, University of
Copenhagen. His main expertises
are in the area of structure-function
relationships in neurotransmitter
transporters. His techniques include
molecular biology, molecular
neuropharmacology, purification
and crystallization of membrane
proteins, fluorescent-based
techniques and nanodiscs.

Contact
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Tel: +45 28756407
Email: cllo@sund.ku.dk
Web: http://inf.ku.dk/english/research/
labs/neuropharm/
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Biology

Microorganisms are everywhere, on the ocean floor, in our soil and buried deep in rocks. They are
vital to human life and the environment we live in. Microorganisms are the source of many useful
products and provide many solutions to healthcare, food security and industrial problems. The
collections of microorganisms around Europe are thus of vital importance, and the EMbaRC project
hopes to improve the levels of research, networking and training in these important resources

A new look at
microorganisms

The European Consortium of
Microbial Resource Centres, or EMbaRC,
is an EU project that aims to improve,
coordinate and validate microbiological
resource centre delivery to European
and international researchers from both
public and private sectors.
It includes a combination of
networking, access, training and
research. Dr David Smith, immediatepast President of the World Federation
for Culture Collections, and in charge of
EMbaRC dissemination, explains a little
more about the activities of the project.
“We have brought together some key
biological resource collections in
Europe,” he says, “in order to improve
their operations, their delivery to
research, the quality of organisms they
supply and the services they provide
such as identification of strains.
“The overarching aim is to provide
better and more rapid access to high
18
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quality biological materials, in this case
microorganisms.
“What we are doing is a mixture of
research, transnational access or
training, i.e. opening services up to
study visits from users of collections,
and improving networking.”
The research component of the project
deals for example with building and
improving
DNA
banks.
Many
microorganisms cannot be grown in
culture and so cannot be studied in a
laboratory setting, so the study of
genetic material contained within
microorganisms that can be preserved
has become a main priority in this area.
This is also valuable in instances where
the shipment of pathogens or other
dangerous organisms must be avoided,
in which case DNA samples can be
provided for study. “We need to have an
infrastructure that will allow us to be
able to pull something out of the soil and

say whether it is something we know a
lot about already or if it is something
entirely new,” says Smith. “This
necessitates improving the relevant
technologies and the interoperability
between laboratories, because no single
collection can cover everything.”
In terms of training, EMbaRC has
organised opportunities for study visits
with high quality support and training.
These enable users to work in the partner
facilities directly with staff using their
resources and technologies. “For
example, we have visitors to collections
who study improved technologies for
characterisation of strains so that they
can better identify bacteria and how
they function. They are also looking for
new active molecules, enzymes and even
drugs.
“Some of these study visits end up
resulting in publications, and so we see
this side of the project as one of the most
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useful in terms of starting new research
ideas, threads and projects.”
The networking elements of the project
involve looking at mechanisms for
implementing
best
practice
in
methodologies and data handling, for
example how information is provided
and the quality of the information.
“We’re looking at how we authenticate
and identify strains, improving and
selecting the best methods and
harmonising them across the European
collections,” explains Smith. “We also
want to address issues regarding the
sustainability of collections, as there
have been many problems with how they
have been funded in the past. For
example, we have produced a set of
generic business plans for collections to
help them survive the difficult current
economic conditions.”
Another issue that has arisen due to
the current political climate concerning
the dangers of certain pathogens has
been bio-security measures. To deal with
this, EMbaRC has worked with the
Global Biological Resource Centre
Network to design a new code of conduct
that will help reduce the potential of
letting ‘dual-use’ organisms fall into the
wrong hands. This code was well
received by the Biological and Toxic
Weapons Convention when it was
presented to the seventh Review
Conference held in Geneva, December
2011. However, the bad public perception
of microorganisms in general is
something that Smith is adamant needs
to be changed. “Microorganisms often
get a bad press because of the diseases
they cause or the damage they do,” he
explains, “but their vast variety of
properties can be harnessed for good as
well.”
To try and dispel some of these
microbiological myths, EMbaRC have
produced a brochure outlining some of
the great success stories that have in
some way involved the use of microbes
for our benefit. One example of these
revolves around desert locusts. These
rapidly breeding insects can affect 20
per cent of the world’s land surface, with
their swarms capable of covering more
than 100km2. They can devastate crops,
each locust consuming its own body
weight daily; a large swarm may weigh
many tonnes and can eat as much as
25,000 people can.
To combat this, the LUBILOSA
programme
brought
together
a
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Project Information
Project Title:
EMbaRC: European Consortium of
Microbial Resource Centres
Project Objective:
EMbaRC brings together key
microbial resource centres in
Europe to improve, coordinate and
validate microbial resource delivery
to European and International
researchers from both public and
private sectors. The conservation and
utilisation of microorganisms aim
to help deliver a knowledge-based
bioeconomy.
Project Duration and Timing:
44 months, started February 2009.

Locust control using Green Muscle.

multidisciplined team and developed
Green Muscle, which is highly selective
in attacking locusts and grasshoppers
with no adverse effects observed on
non-target organisms. More than 160
strains of fungi and other locust
pathogens had to be studied before
scientists
identified
the
fungus
Metarhizium anisopliae var acridum,
which is used in the product. Stable
storage of the production strain and its
maintenance was key to the development
of Green Muscle in order to ensure
reproducibility.
With EMbaRC only being a three year
project, Smith is keen to look further
into the future. “We’ve had tremendous
success working alongside the European
Culture Collections’ Organisation, which
is the broader community of collections
across Europe, and have managed to put
a
microbial
resources
research
infrastructure on the roadmap. This is
the future, and EMbaRC has been
instrumental in helping to deliver that,
along with the Global Biological Resource
Centre Network amongst others.
“Like I mentioned before, our main
problem is emphasising the positive and
beneficial roles of microorganisms, and
this has been one of our main objectives
- to improve that communication. The
CBD is, at present, focused on the cuddly
animals and plants that get a lot of press
attention, and we need to make sure that
microbes get treated appropriately and
with the same respect in terms of
conservation.”
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Project Funding:
€5.5m, of which €4.2m is EU
contribution
Project Partners:
INRA (FR)
Pasteur Institute (FR)
DSMZ (DE)
CABI (UK)
CECT (ES)
BCCM (BE)
MUM (PT)
CBS (NL)
University of Ghent and Université
Catholique de Louvain (BE).

David Smith
David Smith, Director of Biological
Resources, CABI has over 37 years
of experience in the operation and
management of living microbial
resource collections. His research
areas include the optimisation
of preservation techniques, best
practice in access, handling and use
of microbial diversity. He has recently
been elected Fellow of the Society of
Biology.

Contact

Main contact name:
Dr. Sylvie Lortal, Coordinator
Tel: +33 (0)223485322
Email: embarc@rennes.inra.fr
Web: www.embarc.eu
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The sequencing of the human genome is undoubtedly one of the most impressive accomplishments
in recent history; however, it is only really the first step towards a much greater understanding of the
human body. The study of proteins, or proteomics, is the next step along this path

Crystallising Proteins

Genes in our DNA are coded for the
production of a single polypeptide. These
are folded together to make proteins,
which are the mini machines that make
our body function and are the real
building blocks of life. Proteins are the
main factor in a number of health
problems and so the ability to understand
and then block or enhance the action of
proteins is essential for medical science.
It has therefore become a priority for a
large number of researchers to discover
the function of these molecules.
“In order to understand how a protein
functions, you need to know the
structure of it,” says Professor Naomi
Chayen of Imperial College, London.
“Different sizes and shapes occur in
concordance with the functions that the
proteins provide. At present, the most
accurate method of finding these
structures is via X-ray crystallography.
“However, this technique does present
a taxing problem. In order to achieve an
20
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accurate analysis, the protein molecules
in solution must be converted into a
regularly structured crystal. The exact
‘recipe’ for doing that varies for each
different protein. Originally, the general
consensus was that the best way to
create these crystals would be to work on
the principles of brute force; by
subjecting the proteins to numerous
different
conditions,
you
would
eventually manage to find ones suitable
for crystallising them.
“Unfortunately, this did not give the
expected results. A bottleneck was
reached, with only around 20 per cent of
the proteins reaching the crystallisation
stage successfully. This left us with
approximately 80 per cent of the proteins
we were hoping to study stuck in a culde-sac in terms of research.”
TOPCRYST, which stands for “Novel
Tools for Protein Crystallisation”, an
IAPP European Commission project
coordinated by Dr. Emmanuel Saridakis

in collaboration with Dr. Irene Mavridis
at the National Centre for Scientific
Research “Demokritos” in Athens, aims
to overcome this issue of crystallisation.
This project was carried out in
collaboration with Dr. James Birtley at
N.C.S.R. “Demokritos”, Drs. Attia
Boudjemline, Geoff Platt and Marcus
Swann of Farfield Group Ltd., a British
SME. specialising in the design and
manufacturing of optics-based scientific
instrumentation, and with Professor
Naomi Chayen at the Faculty of Medicine,
Imperial College London. By using a
dual polarisation interferometer (DPI), a
scientific
instrument
that
was
conventionally used for characterising
thin films and measuring protein
interactions, the group realised that
they were able to obtain a signature for
a crystallisation event - essentially
telling them whether or not a particular
protein is likely to crystallise.
“Before we discovered this method,
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we were basically poking around blindly
in the dark,” explains the TopCryst team.
“With this machine, we can put a
crystallisation trial through it, and if we
detect a certain ‘darkness’ in the
readings then we know that we are
likely to be able to form a crystal.
“We tested it at first with some
proteins that we knew would crystallise,
and, as expected, we got this signature
telling us that creating a crystal was
possible. Then, with our curiosity raised,
we tried it again but this time with some
proteins that we were finding impossible
to crystallise.
“Confirming our hypothesis, the
machine again came back with this
signature indicating that crystallisation
was possible, and with a few tweaks of
conditions
and
such
we
were
subsequently able to achieve just that.”
The process of getting the machine to
carry out the task was not simple, as
Chayen explains: “When we first started
using the apparatus, it needed nearly a
milliliter sample to function. In the field
of proteomics this is an unworkably
large amount, and so part of TOPCRYST
involved the miniaturisation of the
whole process. We have managed to
reduce it down to around five microlitres,
which is a huge achievement. We have
also been using the DPI machine to
characterise the different signals
expected from crystallisation and
precipitation events, thus achieving a
better
understanding
of
the
crystallisation process.”
The method is not at this stage a
panacea for the field; it is not yet an
automated process and it does not
provide a way of crystallising every
protein, rather it can indicate whether it
is worth pursuing or not. However, the
proof of concept is impressive enough at
this stage for those involved to be
suitably excited.
In terms of the future, the TOPCRYST
team has high hopes for building upon
the work of the project. “Drs Saridakis
and Mavridis organised a very successful
workshop in Athens last November to
which people from all over Europe came
to learn about the machine as well as
other innovative and unconventional
protein crystallisation methods in
general.
“The workshop was oversubscribed indicating that we are really at an
exciting new stage,” says Chayen. The
distinguished invited speakers covered a
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wide field from protein production to
structure solving, so the focus was on
integrating all these various strands of
exciting new research for the
advancement of biological knowledge
and health care.
“The potential of using the principles
demonstrated by this machine for
proteomics is huge. What we are hoping
for in the future is that we will be able to
integrate a cheaper, simpler version of it
into robots which will then be able to
carry out the process of crystallisation
independently.”
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Dr. Emmanuel Saridakis,
N.C.S.R. “Demokritos”
Research Fellow at the Institute of
Physical Chemistry of “Demokritos”.
He obtained his Ph.D. in Biophysics/
Crystallography in 1995 at Imperial
College London, his research focussing
mainly on the development of
novel methods for macromolecular
crystallisation and, more recently, in
the X-ray structure determination of
medically important proteins.

Dr. Marcus Swann CChem,
MRSC, Farfield Group Ltd.
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Project Information
Project Title:
TOPCRYST: Novel Tools for
Crystallisation of Macromolecules
Project Objective:
TOPCRYST uses Dual Polarimetric
Interferometry to probe
macromolecular crystallisation at
its earliest stages, thus allowing to
predict the outcome of crystallisation
trials and to design experiments
leading to high-quality crystals,
which are essential for obtaining 3-D
structures of proteins, a prerequisite
for rational drug design and many
other nanobiotechnological
applications.
Project Duration and Timing:
4 years, March 2008 to February 2012
Project Funding:
FP7 - Marie Curie Actions – IndustryAcademia Partnerships and Pathways.
Budget: € 514,764
Project Partners:
• National Centre for Scientific
Research “Demokritos”, Athens,
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• Farfield Group Ltd., Manchester, U.K.
• Imperial College London, U.K.

Chief Scientific Officer for Farfield Group
Ltd., which he joined in 1999.
A physical chemist, he has worked
with a wide range of surface analytical
methods. In the last 12 years he has
helped develop applications for the
Dual Polarisation Interferometer in
areas ranging from surface science
through to protein characterisation and
interactions.

Professor Naomi E. Chayen,
Imperial College London
Professor of Biomedical Sciences,
expert in crystallization of biological
macromolecules, in particular,
developing a fundamental
understanding of the crystallization
process and exploiting this to design
practical methodology (including highthroughput methods) for producing
high quality crystals of medical
and industrial interest. Chayen has
developed many unique methods
adopted by crystal growth laboratories
worldwide, several of which are
patented and commercialized (most
recently ‘Naomi’s Nucleant’).

Contact

Main contact name:
Dr. Emmanuel Saridakis
Tel: +30-210-6503793
Email: esaridak@chem.demokritos.gr
Web: http://topcryst.chem.demokritos.gr/
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Innovative new techniques are helping scientists to map
phenotypes with unprecedented speed. Josh Howgego
talks to Roger Cox, Amanda Rogers and Oliver
Schnaedelbach of project PhenoScale to find out how

Clever
cages
In December 2002 Nature published a
special issue in which the first complete
map of the mouse genome appeared.
Interestingly, about 40 per cent of the
mouse genome is directly superimposable
on the human one. In total, 80 per cent of
human genes are also found in mice.
Perhaps this explains why the laboratory
mouse has become such an iconic image;
it may be surprising, but there are few
animals which are as useful a model in
which to study human disease.
In fact, that discovery was just the
start of the decade when genomic
sequencing really took off. Scientists
have steadily progressed to sequence the
genomes of many organisms; the
chimpanzee followed the mouse in 2005
and since then the DNA of the zebrafish,
green algae and even the humble apple
tree has been mapped out.
Now that mapping genomes is
comparatively easy, many scientists hope
that the years leading up to 2020 will see
exciting new developments in how we are
able to link mapped genomes to
phenotypes. The phenotype of an
organism is simply the physical way in
which it expresses its genetic instructions
to give characteristics such as its
morphology, development, biochemical
and
physiological
properties
and
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behaviour. Because the phenotype is so
all-encompassing, there is an inherent
problem with describing it. In contrast to
the genome – which is already expressed
as a kind of language, in terms of the A,
T, C and G base pairs – the phenome
consists of many disparate parts and is
difficult to map systematically.
Despite its difficulty, developing ways
to comparing the genome and the
phenome quickly and easily is important
because it would yield huge insights into
the genetic origins of disease.
Aside from the problem of how to
record the phenotypic information, the
mere act of measuring all the physical
attributes of a mouse requires diligent
and time-consuming work.
This becomes a serious problem if a
scientist wants to compare how the
phenotype of a mouse changes over time,
in response to a drug or treatment, for
example.
Recently a database of standard
operating
procedures
(SOPs)
for
collecting measurements for some
aspects of the mouse phenotype has been
set up. The database, called EMPReSS,
contains 96 validated procedures
already, covering the most physiologically
important
phenotypic
information.
There is an international effort to upload
the data obtained via these methods to
the EuroPhenome database of mouse
phenotypes (http://www.europhenome.
org/).
This makes phenotype data available
to anyone with an internet connection.
The consortium of researchers and
institutes that make up project
PhenoScale wants to tackle the problem
of linking genotype and phenotype by
developing high-throughput approaches
to assessing mouse phenotypes.
With more data in searchable
depositories it should become easier to
spot trends and glean understanding
about how genomic changes influence
disease states.

Industry is important
A key part of the PhenoScale project is
the collaboration between academic
research groups (MRC Harwell, UK;
HMGU Helmholtz Zentrum München,
Germany and CNR National Research
Council and IIT Italian Institute of
Technology in Italy) with the industrial
partner (TSE Systems, Germany).
Amanda Rogers and Oliver Schnaedelbach
are from TSE Systems. Rogers explains
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that the project has looked at
characterising phenotypes by looking at
three key areas: motor skills, metabolism
and cognition and welfare. The company
has developed modules which fit on to
home cages and can measure these types
of mouse characteristics automatically.
One of the most important things
about making these measurements is
that they are validated: that is,
comparable
between
different
individuals or strains and across
different laboratories.
The scientific partners of the project
have worked closely with TSE Systems to
provide scientific results to improve the
design of their products and have
developed the standard operating
procedures (SOPs) of EMPReSS.
The project’s scientific coordinator,
Roger Cox, (MRC Harwell, UK) said:
“PhenoScale has been an excellent
opportunity to work with TSE Systems to
develop equipment for high throughput
phenotyping
in
behaviour
and
metabolism.
The scientific partners have benefitted
by being able to help the development of
particular tests and paradigms relevant
to their research and the company has
benefitted from a close relationship with
them to improve and develop new
products.”

The COWE project module hardware

LabMaster is the basis for all hardware
development within the project.

The “Motor
Skill” Running
Wheel was
part of the
MO project
module

A modular approach
“Our system is the only one on the
market with all the measurement
modules combined into a single system
and which works within a home cage:
that is, the standardised cage where mice
usually live,” explains Schnaedelbach.
This is key, because if mice get transferred
to an unusual cage they can become
stressed and results can be biased.
“It’s a new situation; they have to
habituate; it takes a while before
measurements can begin,” continues
Schnaedelbach. “Our system is especially
suited to get the animal adapted very
quickly; it’s about high-throughput.”
Each of the modules measure different
parameters. For example, food and water
hoppers contain built-in balances which
record changes in mass automatically
when the mouse feeds.
Running wheels with fitted sensors
are another module. A third contains
instruments which measure oxygen and
carbon dioxide concentrations which
characterise- the mouse’s energy
metabolism.

The modular
drinking/
feeding vessels
with spillage
protection.
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The cages also contain infra-red
beams; as the mouse crosses these the
cage can record data about how much the
mouse is moving around.
A huge amount of data can be
generated, allowing a detailed analysis of
the mouse phenotype.
It’s sounding rather hi-tech already,
but now Rogers begins to describe the
innovations that she is perhaps most
pleased with: the ‘operant wall’.
This module includes tasks for the
mouse to perform in order to obtain a
food or drink reward, or get access to the
running wheel.
The mouse has to learn when to poke
its nose on to a sensor in response to a
sequence of lights and sounds. Not only
does this provide activities for the mouse,
it also enables researchers to keep tabs on
the mouse’s cognitive skills and problemsolving abilities.

Key outcomes
“I think a major outcome of our project is
that we now have the whole package,”
says Schnaedelbach.
“We have the expertise, we have the
scientific partners, we have the validated
SOPs and we have the hardware and
software to carry out automated

Project Partners
MRC, Harwell
MRC Harwell, based near Oxford in the
UK, is a major international research
centre at the forefront of studies
in mouse genetics and functional
genomics, investigating a wide variety
of disease models and enhancing the
understanding of the molecular and
genetic bases of disease.

CNR, Monterotondo
Scientists at the National Research
Council (CNR), Monterotondo, Italy are
also partners in the PhenoScale project.
They are using mice with knocked-out
genes to study the genetic origins of
Parkinson’s and other neurodegenerative
diseases and they already have some
interesting preliminary results.

TSE Systems, Bad Homburg
TSE Systems is a leading supplier
of high-throughput, modular in-vivo
research instrumentation with vast
experience in behavioural, metabolic and
inhalation systems.
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phenotyping on a wide range of
characteristics.”
Rogers also highlights that the
communication between the scientists
and industrial partners has been a real
strength of the project. TSE Systems have
been able to listen to the researchers and
design the instrumentation to meet their
evolving needs.
“The major development in the
software has been that we’ve now made
the operant wall programmable,” says
Rogers. “We’ve made the software with a
user-friendly structure, so researchers
can develop the operant wall functions
for themselves.”
The new phenotyping systems are
already supplying the research partners
in the project with interesting scientific
data mapping and linking genotypes and
phenotypes is a huge task and it is only
likely to return meaningful results if
sufficient data can be generated.
Project PhenoScale has taken hold of
the
vision
of
high-throughput
phenotyping and made it a reality.
The new phenotyping modules and
SOPs are already supplying the research
partners in the project with interesting
scientific data. As the results roll in, who
knows what we will learn?

At a glance

Project Information
Project Title:
Large-scale, high-throughput
automated systems for phenotyping
mouse models of human disease
Project Objective:
The goals of PhenoScale are to
automate and increase the highthroughput phenotyping by
combining standardised protocols
with novel high-throughput
automated home cage environments.
The aim is to add economies of scale,
enhance automated data capture and
analysis, increase throughput and
reduce confounding experimental
factors.
Project Duration and Timing:
3 years, February 2009 to
February 2012

Contact

Tel: 0049 (0)6172 789 0
Email: Amanda.Rogers@TSE-Systems.com
Web: www.tse-systems.com

★

IIT, Genova
IIT, the Italian Institute of Technology with
a central research lab in Genova, and
many more satellite locations in Italy, is a
multi-disciplinary scientific powerhouse.
Participating in PhenoScale with its
Neurobehavioral Genetics lab, the
technologies developed here will be used
to study timing in mice.

HMGU, München
The German Mouse Clinic, (GMC),
located at the Helmholtz Zentrum
München (HMGU), the German
Research Centre for Environmental
Health, is part of the National Genome
Research Network. The GMC performs
the comprehensive characterisation
of mouse models for human diseases
to understand molecular mechanisms
of human disorders and for the
development of new therapies. One
of the main research areas is the
identification of candidate genes for
disturbed energy balance regulation and
resulting disorders such as obesity and
diabetes.
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The Faculty of Medicine, Rijeka University, Croatia is currently at the mid-term point of a €1.8m
project which is designed to enhance the visibility, capacity and competence of the faculty of
medicine and create collaborations between Croatian scientists and the rest of the world

Rijeka’s Innovative Leap to the
Forefront of Medical Research
The idea was

constructed with the
hope of building on the faculty’s
current success within their preclinical groups whose focus is aimed
mostly at cancer research and
infectious diseases. The belief is they
can achieve this by increasing
collaborations
within
clinical
departments and increasing capacities
in translational medical research.
The project, named TransMedRi aims
to improve dissemination of scientific
research and results across the EU,
raise the competitiveness of research in
the region and contribute to the
development of the European Research
Area. The key objectives include
increasing research infrastructure by
procurement of new equipment,
providing practical workshops and
organising a range of guest lectures
pivotal to the training for the young
investigators and clinicians working
within the facility.
Huge strides towards these objectives
have already been made. For example;
the faculty has already obtained much
of the desired equipment such as a Biobanking storage and tracking system,
a real-time PCR multiplex, a live cell
imaging confocal microscope and a
bioluminescence and fluorescence
small animal imaging device.
Rijeka has employed around 50 staff
members spread across five teams,
some clinical and some pre-clinical.
These include key collaborations with
about 20 foreign scientists and students
from around the world including Israel,
Holland, UK, Denmark,
Austria,
Slovenia, Germany and America. They
are using the latest developments and
techniques to help train and prepare a
younger breed of scientist to remain at
Rijeka and continue the research
following the project's conclusion.
Project co-ordinator Bojan Polić claims
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that the collaborative staffs are very
happy and he hopes they will continue
to work here and enhance the
reputation and success of the
institution.
“The collaborations are pivotal in
many ways, while the funding is vital
to the project as funding here in Croatia
is poor. Also, we need the collaborators
to share their know-how and train our
scientists abroad as well as develop
research within our department here.
All in all, we wouldn’t be able to
increase our research capacities and
competitiveness without them,” he
said.
Polic believes that the project already
has visible results even at this stage.
“Cooperation between groups has
increased, people are talking and
finding problems, applying for joint
projects - this all shows progress. We
have also published several papers
which are either directly or indirectly
a result of this project,” he said.
The projected outcomes, Polic claims
would be achieved if they have
established Bio-banks and secured
Bio-banks in the European network of
Bio-banks which they are now in the
process of doing.
Another successful outcome would
be to create new group leaders to
continue
research
and
become
respected scientists in the future.
The ultimate goal is to preserve the
University of Rijeka as a strong,
integrated, responsible and autonomous
research university that will be able to
cope with dynamic changes in the
environment. The emphasis on building
for the future is very apparent in this
project and MedRi is fully committed
to securing a forward thinking and
constructive facility by the time the
project reaches an end and for the
foreseeable future beyond that.

At a glance

Project Information
Project Title:
TransMedRi: Upgrading the capacities
for research in translational medicine
at the Faculty of Medicine University
of Rijeka
Project Objective:
Upgrading the capacities for research
in translational medicine at the
Faculty of Medicine University of
Rijeka by procurement of modern
research equipment, training of
researchers and collaboration
with European medical research
institutions.
Project Duration and Timing:
36 months, Jul 2010 to Jun 2013.
Project Funding:
EU FP7 (FP7-REGPOT-2010-5);
1.853 mil EUR
Bojan Polić
Bojan Polić, MD, PhD; born in
1964, Rijeka, Croatia, earned
his PhD in natural sciences and
biomedicine. He is currently the
regular professor and vice dean for
the research and PhD programme at
the Rijeka Faculty of Medicine

Contact

Main contact name:
Mario Pletikosa
Tel: +00 385 51 651 108
Email: mariop@medri.hr
Web: http://transmedri.uniri.hr
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Chemistry

Organic electronics is a rapidly developing new field that involves using organic (carbon-based)
materials to build electronic circuitry complementary to microelectronics based on mineral
semiconductors such as silicon. David Beljonne, Jérôme Cornil and Roberto Lazzaroni
explain how a new project called MINOTOR is helping to advance our understanding of the topic

Electronics goes organic
“What we are trying to comprehend at
the moment is how organic materials
will interact with other types of
materials,” says David Beljonne. “In
devices such as OLEDs, which are used
in the screens of smartphones, there will
always be points of interface between
the active organic material and other
materials such as metals, oxides or
another
organic
component,”
he
26
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continues. “At present, we have a fairly
good understanding of the properties of
the separate materials, but too little
knowledge about the ways in which they
interact with each other.
“By having a better understanding of
the properties of these interfaces, such
as how charge is passed through them,
we can have a clearer picture of the
device as a whole and can more

effectively control and improve the
device performance.”
MINOTOR has utilised a multi-scale
modelling approach to the task, building
physical and chemical models to try to
understand the electronic processes that
take place at the molecular level. “The
models we are using come from quantum
mechanics,” explains Jérôme Cornil, “so
it is really quantum chemistry we are
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Project Information
Project Title:
MINOTOR: Modelling of electronic
processes at interfaces in organicbased electronic devices
Project Objective:
The main goal of MINOTOR is to
develop a multiscale theoretical
approach ranging from the atomistic
to mesoscopic scale to model in the
most realistic way the interfaces
present in organic electronic devices
and provide a unified view of the
electronic phenomena taking place
at these interfaces.
Project Duration and Timing:
Three years, June 2009 to May 2012
Above:Atomic-scale
representation of a
molecular monolayer
self-assembled on the
gold surface to tune its
electronic properties

Left: Roberto Lazzaroni,
David Beljonne and
Jérôme Cornil from the
MINOTOR Project

looking at: considering the behaviour of
the electrons on the basis of molecular
arrangements generated by classical
(force-field) approaches.”
One area of particular interest in
organic electronics recently has been the
development of organic solar cells. “They
are attracting a lot of interest right now,”
says Cornil.
“Their efficiency has been growing at
an astounding rate, with current models
approaching 10 per cent efficiency, which
is really amazing.
“However, there was still a big lack of
understanding of the electronic processes
within these devices, especially a process
called charge separation, which is an
essential part of the organic solar cell. To
try to solve this problem, we undertook a
morphological study of a realistic
interface between two different organic
materials. We have now begun to build
up a real understanding of the factors
that affect the efficiency of charge
separation, and have been able to create
interfaces that favour the process.”
Lazzaroni is keen to highlight the
collaborative aspect of the project, which
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consists of 10 partners from eight
different countries. “Modelling does not
come as a single flavour – there are a lot
of approaches in modelling which are
complementary,” he explains, “which is
why we need all these different groups
bringing their expertise to the table.”
In terms of the future, the three
scientists are agreed upon the direction
in which the research is headed. “We do
hope that the EC will continue supporting
multi-scale modelling projects, which
means modelling on different scales,
from the morphology of a whole system
to the quantum chemistry involved at
the microscopic level,” says Cornil.
“At present we are only looking at
things on a very small scale,” explains
Lazzaroni, “but we want to go beyond
this and model the electrical behaviour
of the whole device. Only by
understanding a device on every scale
simultaneously can you really begin to
totally comprehend the way in which it
functions, and so we believe that by
building a bridge between the microscopic
and the macroscopic world we can start
to achieve this.”

★

Project Funding:
European Commission, FP7,
Nanosciences, Nanotechnologies,
Materials and new Production
Technologies (NMP)
Project Partners:
University of Mons, University of
Linköping, University of Twente,
Interuniversitair Micro-Elektronica
Centrum-IMEC, University Bordeaux
1, University of Bologna, Universidad
Autonoma de Madrid, BASF,
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe,
Georgia Tech Research
Corporation
David Beljonne
David Beljonne is Research Director
and Jérôme Cornil is Senior Research
Associate, both from the National
Fund for Scientific Research (FNRS).
Roberto Lazzaroni is professor and
head of the Chemistry Department.
They all work in the Laboratory for
Chemistry of Novel Materials of the
University of Mons.

Contact

Main contact name:
Jérôme Cornil
Tel: + 32 65 37 38 72
Email: Jerome.cornil@umons.ac.be
Web: http://morris.umons.ac.be/
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Physics

Great scientific breakthroughs lie ahead but large investments have to be realised for some of the
world’s most exciting experiments. ASPERA, now in its second phase, continues to play a vital role
in such breakthroughs but the job is far from done, says project coordinator Thomas Berghöfer

Europe’s elite set sights on
universe’s mysteries

Astroparticle physics (ApP)

has
become a mature and respected field of
scientific research and Europe is at the
forefront of its development. ApP focuses
on the very small and the very large and
seeks to answer questions about the
most mysterious subjects in the known
universe; what is dark matter and dark
energy? What is the nature of gravity?
Where do cosmic rays come from? What
do neutrinos tell us about the interior of
stars? What is the role of neutrinos in
cosmic evolution and do protons have a
finite life-time?
These questions provoke exciting
science and research. Scientists across
the world are working together to
develop groundbreaking experiments in
the hope of finding their answers. Such
experiments come at great costs and it is
the role of ASPERA, a network of
national
government
agencies
responsible for coordinating and funding
national research efforts in ApP, to bring
these ideas to life. The first phase of
ASPERA
(Astroparticle
physics
European research area) was originally
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set-up in 2006 with the aims of
developing a roadmap for the next
decade specifically focusing on the next
five years and gathering and building a
large network of European interest in
ApP. The second phase has been
implemented as a way of now developing
the ideas outlined in the original
roadmap, presented in 2008 and to
continue to broaden and deepen
European coordination.
“ASPERA-1 was to derive the status in
funding and research processing all over
Europe and to develop the roadmap for
our scientific field. ASPERA-2 is now
discussing the common action plan
needed to work out how these cost
intensive experiments outlined [in the
roadmap] can be made,” says Berghöfer.
“ASPERA-2 was needed because the
roadmap, although very successful,
wasn’t enough. The field is so lively that
after the initial three years we had to
renew this roadmap. We need concrete
planning now of how to make it happen.”
The roadmap presented in ASPERA-1
was viewed as a success following its

presentation in 2008. But Berghöfer
underlines that things cannot be laid to
rest in such a fast paced field of research.
“In other fields you have a plan and
you follow it. In astrophysics I cannot
say what it will look like in 5 or 10 years.
When we detect gravitational waves for
example, we will win the Nobel Prize,
that’s for sure. But I cannot say if that
will be by 2014 as hoped or however
many years in the future. We must
continue to push people and secure the
funding in order to allow for these
uncertainties.”
One of the main aims within the
ASPERA project, in order to support
funding for ApP projects is to establish
synergy between other scientific fields
and industry. With research and
development (R&D) being close to the
market and at the disposal of multiple
disciplines, Berghoefer says that these
collaborations are a great way to assist
each other, a great way of promoting
interdisciplinary science as well as
common R&D activities with industry
involved.
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“People want to go beyond the limits of
science. In our experiments we go
underground, underwater as well as to
remote places far from civilisation. If we
can develop research infrastructures
which allow multiple usages then we can
synergise with other groups and assist
each other in funding research efforts.”
An underwater neutrino detector
which plunges two and half thousand
feet below the surface for example can
also track ship traffic and sea-life.
Biologists have an avid interest in this
tool. The discovery of whales in the
Mediterranean Sea which they previously
thought didn’t exist anymore provided
an exciting and integral link; whales
sing at wavelengths similar to the
wavelengths at which the Sun emits
neutrinos. The LIDO (listen to the deep
ocean) project is one of many
interdisciplinary areas of study which
has been introduced by ApP.
“Attracting experts from other
scientific domains for such findings will
professionalise the interdisciplinary
approach and at the end increase the
scientific output of projects funded by
tax payers’ money.”
The ASPERA project already has much
to be proud of as well as much to look
forward to. The expansion of the network
and the convergence of planning across
Europe has been pivotal. Russia recently
announced a change in their policy for
the way they view European scientific
research, Berghoefer views this as a
massive success for ASPERA. “LAGUNA,
a
new
pan-European
research
infrastructure that will house the next
generation very large volume, deep
underground neutrino observatory,
could be the first large ApP project
commonly funded by Western Europe
and Russia. By the way, did you know
that Russia is the actual birth place of
Astroparticle Physics?”
The extension of the project is, in itself
an achievement. It provides evidence
that the expanding network and
increasingly good results in ApP haven’t
gone unnoticed but the hard work of
providing constant updates and effective
plans will soon be put to the test.
One major project is the development
of the Cherenkov Telescope Array. This
high-energy gamma-ray instrument
will cost around €250million and will be
able to view the universe at energy levels
beyond 10 GeV up to a few TeV.
“CTA is a corner stone project for us,
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when it’s complete we can then check to
see if our common action plan has
worked.”
“When a great idea like this is made, it
grows and grows. CTA has now almost a
thousand people on board. You cannot
stop that type of support. A lot of people
want this array and it’s our job to get the
funding together.”
ASPERA has begun to build a rather
distinguished reputation. During their
2010 workshop in Paris; - ‘From the
Geosphere to the Cosmos’, they
announced to the world some of their
key synergies and joint activities which
included
the
LIDO
platform,
3D-radiography projects and CERN’s
CLOUD experiment.
The 3D imaging project introduced a
way of imaging volcanoes in much the
same way that x-ray images work, thus
helping us to better understand their
mechanisms.
CERN’s CLOUD experiment uses cloud
chambers to study the possible link
between cosmic rays and cloud
formation, helping us to better
understand clouds and climate.
The collaborations brought together
scientists from oceanology, climate,
atmosphere and geology disciplines,
exactly what ASPERA had set out to do
over five years ago.
All these projects are examples of
successful elements of an expensive and
lengthy investment from Europe, the
results are absolutely critical and
ASPERA laid them out for all to see.
To maintain the momentum of
ASPERA, partners are now discussing a
third phase of ASPERA, a sustainable
structure including three functional
centers in France, Germany, and Italy.
And a whole lot more is coming up
depending on the results of some very
exciting upcoming years in Astroparticle
physics, Berghöfer says.

★

Dr. T. W. Berghöfer
Dr. T. W. Berghöfer, born in
1965, studied Physics and
Astrophysics in Marburg and
Bochum, and received a PhD in Munich. He
got a Humboldt fellowship to work at the
Space Sciences Lab at UC Berkeley. During
his active research career he was working
in X-ray astronomy. Later he became a
programme manager responsible for
Astroparticle Physics and High-Energy
Physics at the Project Management
Organisation PT-DESY. He is now the
coordinator of the ERA-NET ASPERA-2.

At a glance

Project Information
Project Title:
ASPERA-2: Deepening and Broadening
of Astroparticle Physics European
Coordination
Project Objective:
ASPERA is the network of national
government agencies responsible for
coordinating and funding national
research efforts in Astroparticle Physics.
The project objectives are to position
European Astroparticle Physics in the
worldwide context, update the status
of research processing in the partner
countries and extend the network,
perform knowledge and technology
transfer with industry and other scientific
field, and develop European-wide
procedures and standards including
common calls and other common
actions.
Project Duration and Timing:
3 years, July 2009 to June 2012
Project Funding:
European Commission, €2.38m
Project Partners:
* BMBF: Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung (Ger)
* CEA: Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique (France)
* CERN: European Organisation for Nuclear Research
* CNRS: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (France)
* DEMOKRITOS: National Center for Scientific Research (Greece)
* FCT: Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia (Portugal)
* FRS-FNRS; Fonds de la Recherche Scientifique (Belgium)
* FOM: Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie
(Netherlands)
* FWO: Fonds Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek – Vlaanderen (Bel)
* FZU: Fyzikalni ustav AV CR, v. v. i. (Czech Rep.)
* HRZZ: Croatian Science Foundation (Croatia)
* IFIN-HH: Institute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering (Rom)
* INFN: Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (Italy)
* MICINN: Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación (Spain)
* MEYS: Ministry of Education Youth and Sports (Czech Rep.)
* NCBiR: Narodowe Centrum Badan i Rozwoju (Poland)
* NIH: National Innovation Office (Hungary)
* PT-DESY: Projektträger DESY (Germany)* SNF: Swiss National
Science Foundation (Switzerland)
* STFC: Science and Technology Facilities Council (UK)
* VR: Swedish Research Council (Vetenskapsradet, Sweden)
Associate partners:
* ARRS: Slovenian Research Agency (Slovenia)
* NCN: National Science Centre (Poland)
* RFBR: Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Russia)
* RIA: Royal Irish Academy (Ireland)

Contact

Main contact name:
Dr. Thomas W. Berghöfer
Email: Thomas.berghoefer@desy.de
Tel: +49-40-89982537
Web: http://www.aspera-eu.org
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Nano

Collective action yields bigger results, as demonstrated by the activities of the project Knowledge
and Excellence in European Nanotechnology Regions. Anna Demming speaks to Ivan Boesso
about how he and his colleagues in the project developed proposals for policy actions to
maximise the impact of investments in research

Connecting
strengths in EU
nanotechnology
research
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When 60 million

euros was invested in
nanotechnology research in the Veneto
region, the recipients looked beyond the
limitations of their immediate horizons.
“We were keen to see which kinds of
cooperations at international level are
possible in order to increase the impact of
this investment,” explains Ivan Boesso,
managing
project
coordinator
for
Knowledge and Excellence in European
Nanotechnology Regions (KEEN Regions).
There are two other regions at the heart
of the project, selected on the basis of the
type of research activity and economic
structure they support. One is Grenoble in
France, where as Mr Boesso explains there
is considerable investment in micro and
nanotechnologies. The other is the Basque
country, which has an economic
infrastructure similar to the Veneto region,
as well as a large programme currently in
its
initial
stages
that
supports
nanotechnology.
Initially the project had plans to expand
to a wider selection of regions, but this
introduced difficulties. “In the end our
final aim was to set up a joint action plan
to put together the interests, needs, points
of views and different stake holders in the
different areas — so three is enough to
start,” says Mr Boesso. However the project
has an advisory group to involve other
areas, and this includes representatives
from other countries such as Germany,
Belgium, Finland and Hungary. Overall,
the activities of the project span well
beyond the three core regions alone.
From the outset fostering the relations
between research and business was
recognised as key to maximising economic
return on funds invested in research. “We
saw that first of all the companies were
interested in knowing more about the realworld applications of nanotech in their
usual business at local level, but then we
saw also the possibility to create
collaboration,” explains Mr Boesso. He
adds that while the project has led to some
of the research organisations involved
cooperating and developing research
projects together, the main aim of KEEN
Regions was to develop useful policy tools
addressing
companies’
needs.
The
identification of measures and schemes to
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support the development of innovative
ideas using nanotechnologies was also
considered a fruitful way to encourage
new collaborations.
To favour the matching between
research and business, the project
developed the KEEN Regions platform, a
website set up to share information on the
main
research
topics,
laboratory
infrastructure and equipment available,
and also to suggest to companies concrete
applications that could be used in the
market. “The main problem was to
facilitate from the point of view of the
businesses the application of the
technology that is developed in the
centres,” says Mr Boesso. Through the
KEEN Regions platform research centres
can present what they are doing and the
potential applications. Companies can
then make informed decisions as to what
research developments might be most
closely linked to their needs. The platform
also opens up the project to other regions
beyond the core three.
The other main approach to creating
links with businesses is through
conferences and networking events. The
focus at these events is less on blue-sky
thinking and potential applications that
may come about in 10-20 years time, and
more on possible immediate applications.
Here researchers and businesses can
connect technological and business
expertise directly at a personal level.
Mr Boesso places great importance on
face-to face meetings. As the project was
being set up a great deal of effort was put
into learning about the needs and driving
motivations behind researchers and
companies in the area. “First of all we
asked all partners to collect information
to tell us specialities in terms of equipment
at nano centres and companies,” explains
Mr Boesso. “We visited the sites, talked
with the managers, and had meetings
with the companies.” He adds that this
allowed them to create important personal
connections. When the project began,
while they had a general view of the
situation, they knew comparatively little
of the details, such as the equipment or
the research lines in these regions. “We
studied the centres and we met the people
and now we have a deeper understanding
of what is going on in the Basque country,
for instance, or Grenoble.”
The project is well aware of the
importance of public perception. This was
a particularly important issue in France,
but at the same time there was a strong
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interest in ensuring public concerns over
innovations using nanotechnology did
not become a problem in other countries
as well. “If the private companies are not
backed by the general public it will not
work,” explains Mr Boesso. As a result the
project was keen to identify the kinds of
processes that need to be set up and
implemented to prevent a negative
perception by the general public.
Nanotechnology is a very broad field
and the project has not attempted to cover
all areas of the research it encompasses.
“Actually we try to focus on what are the
expectations of the companies in the
area,” says Mr Boesso. For instance both
the Basque Country and the Veneto region
have an economic structure that is based
on traditional manufacturing sectors. As
a result the project sought to identify the
kinds of nanotechnology research
applications that would be most
interesting for companies in those sectors,
such as new materials. “We try to put
together the expectations and needs of the
companies and their economic structure
with the research potentialities.” On the
other hand, one of the main
nanotechnology clusters in Grenoble was
in microelectronics applications, so this
area of research became a focus for the
project, too. The approach of valorising
the specialisation sectors and exploiting
the added value which originates from
complementing competences available in
other regions ties in well with the current
European Commission policy for ‘smart
specialisation’. Such policy aims to
promote sustainable growth and the
effective use of public investments by
concentrating resources on areas that
seem most promising.
The project began in July 2009 and will
come to an end in May of this year. Over
the past three years the project has
identified the key research areas and
regions to focus on. “We tried to work on
the strength of these three areas and
identify possible intervention of the
public authorities to support the
development in these three areas,” says
Mr Boesso.
Recognition of the ability to achieve
more by working together is at the heart
of KEEN Regions. The activities of the
project culminate in the development of a
‘Joint Action Plan’ - a memorandum of
understanding of action to be implemented
together. The Joint Action Plan will be
signed at a public conference held in
Brussels on April 17th, 2012.

★

At a glance

Project Information
Project Title:
KEEN Regions: Knowledge
and Excellence in European
Nanotechnology Regions
Project Objective:
KEEN Regions aims to boost
collaborations between the Veneto,
Basque Country and Rhône-Alpes
in order to expand their existing
potentialities, combine and integrate
their research resources to increase
synergies and to complement
one another and create a huge
potential for research and economic
development.
Project Duration and Timing:
36 months, June 2009 to May 2012
Project Funding:
The research leading to these results
has received funding from the
European Community’s Seventh
Framework Programme (FP7/20072013) under the grant agreement
FP7-REGIONS-2008-1-229514
Project Partners:
* Veneto Innovazione
* Regione del Veneto
* Ville de Grenoble
* Sociedad para la transformación
competitiva - SPRI
* Veneto Nanotech
* CEA-LETI
* Fundaciòn CIDETEC
* CIC nanoGUNE
* Asociación de Industrias de las
Tecnologías Electrónicas y de la
Información del País Vasco - GAIA
* Minalogic Partenaires
* Centro Regionale di Assistenza per
la Cooperazione Artigiana
Ivan Boesso
Having graduated in Electronic
Engineering at Padua and after a
short collaboration with the University, Ivan Boesso
entered into Veneto Innovazione. He initially worked on
the regional funding management and later approaches
to the European projects scope. Today he heads the
European Policy Area, directly involved in several
initiatives funded by ERDF, CIP and RTD Framework
Programmes.

Contact

Main contact name:
Ivan Boesso
Tel: +39 041 8685301
Email: ivan.boesso@venetoinnovazione.it
Web: www.keen-regions.eu
www.venetoinnovazione.it
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Energy

A department at a Danish university has been making significant steps in finding technological
solutions for sustainable energy, thus finding answers to challenges presented by climate, the
environment and by energy itself

From waste to value with
as little effort as possible

Since it was

set up in 1987, the
Department of Energy Technology at
Aalborg University has taught and
carried out research at the highest level
in the energy engineering field to
produce new knowledge about sources of
renewable energy and ways of providing
it that will benefit both companies and
society.
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The department is thought to be
unique academically as it combines
electric, thermal and fluid power and
mechanical energy in the same unit. Its
interdisciplinary approach benefits a
range of research programmes with a
focus on wind turbines, photovoltaics,
biomass, smart grids, fuel cells and
battery systems and green buildings.

As energy and climate change have
become more important issues in recent
years, the department has grown. The
number of PhDs has more than doubled
and the number of external research
projects has shot up. This has led to an
increased number of employees - and a
demand for people who have studied at
the department.
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manure etc, which could be turned into
a high-quality oil without excessive
process costs.”
The department’s goal, through its
research, is to bring forth new knowledge
on the core conversion process, and to
apply that to process design and
operation. “So far, we have worked with
a range of different biomass feedstocks,
carrying out full chemical analysis and
subsequently
investigating
the
conversion process under different
combinations of temperature and
pressure and attempting to characterize
the reactions, kinetics, etc,” says
Professor Rosendahl.[LAR1]
Key partners in the bio-fuel research

‘‘

operating at 300 to 400 bars and at 400
degrees centigrade. “The experiments
are very difficult to perform owing to
the high pressure and temperature.
Obtaining quality data for intermediate
reactions is extremely challenging. But
if you can work around this you can get
a highly sustainable process to convert
second-generation biomass into liquid
fuels.
“Linking the core conversion – from
raw biomass to a bio-crude – to an
appropriate upgrading procedure to
produce a specific fuel has been a further
activity,” Rosendahl continues. “We’ve
targeted three end products: aviation
biofuel, marine biofuel and fuel for

In some ways the quest
for biofuels seems to
have reached its peak,
and some people have
become disillusioned
that biodiesel and
bioethanol are not
sustainable.

are the Department of Chemistry,
Aarhus University, Denmark, and
Steeper Energy A/S, a Danish-Canadian
venture commercializing hydrothermal
processes. The department is partner in
a strategic research centre that focuses
on hydrothermal liquefaction and has
been working with a Chinese university
– Zhejiang – that also has an interest in
pushing liquid biofuel technologies.
“We’re also busy compiling a project for
the Danish Strategic Research Council
that we’re submitting at the end of April
2012 where we will be boosting this
idea.”
The main challenge for the
department’s work, says Rosendahl, has
been the conditions under which the
work must be carried out – they are

‘‘

One of the department’s key areas of
research recently has been into biomass
– biological material from living or
recently living organisms that can be
used as or converted into other energy
products such as biofuels.
When the Earth’s fossil reserves
become depleted, the main source of
carbon will be biomass. But it is a limited
resource that must be shared between
food, feed, fuel and chemicals. So a
flexible approached is needed, says Lasse
Rosendahl, professor at the department.
The main focus of the programme is
energy efficiency combined with system
integration and identification of organic
waste
streams
from
industrial,
agricultural and urban activities, and
the best conversion route to valuable
bioproducts.
Clearly, sustainability is important in
the utilisation of biomass in the future,
and this includes issues relating to
carbon dioxide as well as other aspects
of recycling, including nutrients (mainly
phosphorus), carbon and fresh water.
“Our focus lies in a holistic approach to
sustainability, in particular how to
employ thermochemical technologies
within this constraint and how to target
end-use applications where it has
maximum impact in a future carbonconstrained society,” says Professor
Rosendahl, whose background has been
mainly in fluid mechanics.
“I have seen the work as a very
promising way of addressing the
expected shortage in transportation
fuels,” he says. “We work with a
technology
called
hydrothermal
liquefaction. With the aid of pressure
and temperature we convert all sorts of
biomasses into biocrude [oils]. We have
a process that is feedstock-insensitive.
We’ve used pig manure, sewage sludge
– all the kinds of biomasses, in fact, that
no one else wants, and turned them into
oils.”
The research into hydrothermal
liquefaction began some eight years ago,
Professor Rosendahl says, for two main
reasons. “First, there was a significant
research
challenge
in
turning
hydrothermal liquefaction into a real,
efficient engineering process, rather
than a rather antiquated research field.
Second, even given the level of
knowledge back then, this seemed to be
an appropriate process for some of the
biomass and waste streams that no one
else was interested in. Sewage sludge,

heavy land transport. Marine fuels are
the most lenient in terms of quality,
whereas both land transport (ie, a biosynthetic diesel) and aviation are very
highly refined fuels. Here, the challenge
is to understand your bio-crude well
enough to know how to produce the
optimum mix of these three, from an
economic and an environmental
standpoint. Crudely speaking, anyone
can produce a biofuel – but it is a real
challenge to do so sustainably.”
How has the advance of technology
changed the department’s work? “It is
paramount to implement new techniques
and
approaches,”
says
Professor
Rosendahl. “For this reason, we are in
the process of upgrading facilities from
standard batch facilities to a new set-up.
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Energy
We will have three different types of
liquefaction systems, where we have
improved control over such things as
heating rate, feeding, sample extraction
and characterisation. This last issue is
about knowing your oil well enough to
design the most efficient pathway to the
desired end product – it requires a new
approach to characterisation.”
Rosendahl says there are only a
handful of commercially available and
competitive biofuels out there. “But we
have shown that by detailed control of a
hydrothermal process you can actually
take a range of feedstocks and turn them
into biocrude that is high-quality.
“In some ways the quest for biofuels
seems to have reached its peak, and some
people have become disillusioned that
biodiesel and bioethanol are not
sustainable. But we can make sustainable
biofuels and tailor the properties to fit
with gasoline and diesel, or just crude
oil.
“We are much better now at
understanding and designing the
processes so that we can get high-quality
and high-volume yields. We have cracked
the importance of the system design and
in that way I would say that together
with our partners, we are leaders in the
field.”
“Our processes are feedstock-flexible,
feeding on a wide range of biomasses, not

just the high-value ones but also those
that are waste,” Professor Rosendahl
stresses. He uses a phrase that sums up
the department’s mission rather well:
“From waste to value with as little effort
as possible.”
What impact has the biomass research
had so far? “In Danish (and European)
thinking, biorefineries are mostly
biochemical setups, which is quite
limiting on feedstock flexibility and end
products. At least here in Denmark, it
seems that the thermochemical platform
is finally emerging as serious supplement
or alternative to the traditional
biorefinery thinking.”
As to the future, discussions with
China, North America and Europe are
high on the agenda. “The department
aims to establish a research platform of
international standard, where our
experimental and modelling capabilities
are second to none, and where we carry
out research in close collaboration with
leading
industrial
and
academic
partners,” says Professor Rosendahl.
“This rests very much on our being
successful in establishing a high-level
lab and an infrastructure to support it.
Furthermore, we are of course soliciting
research funding from different sources.
These are mainly Danish in the short
term, but European funding is next in
line.”

★

At a glance

Project Information
Program Title:
Sustainable Biofuels
Program Objective:
To establish a platform for
sustainable, 2G+ biofuels by
hydrothermal conversion
and upgrading by combining
experimental, theoretical and
modelling techniques and advanced
process design.
Current funded projects
•
FLEXIFUEL - Sino-DK
collaboration (Strategic Research
Council of Denmark)
•
HYDROFACTION - funded by DK
EUDP Energy R&F programme
•
Center for Energy Materials
(CEM) - Strategic Research
Centre
Current Project Partners:
•
Department of Chemistry, Århus
University, Denmark
•
Steeper Energy A/S
•
Zhejiang University, State Key
Laboratory for Clean Energy
Utilization
Upcoming projects:
C3BO Center for BioOils
Project Duration and Timing:
4 years, 2013 to 2016
Project Funding:
Applied for: 20M DKK

Lasse Rosendahl
Professor of Thermal
Energy Technology; has worked with
fluid mechanics, combustion, heat
transfer in connection with biomass
for heat and power, computational
fluid dynamics for reacting systems,
energy systems and devices; liquid
biofuels

Contact

Main contact name:
Lasse Rosendahl
Tel: +45 9940 9263 / +45 2145 1114
Email: lar@et.aau.dk
Web: www.et.aau.dk
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Energy

Fossil fuels have become headline news in a number of sectors over the past few years. Anna
Demming speaks to Senior Scientist Tejs Vegge from ReLiable to find out more about
lithium-air batteries, an alternative approach to energy storage

A light-weight match
for fossil fuels
The total power consumption
worldwide was 15 TW in 2008 and that
was forecast to triple by 2050. Oil, the
primary source for 34 per cent of that
energy, has become an increasingly
valuable commodity. In the face of
soaring prices, environmental pollution
concerns and the politics surrounding
harvesting the limited reserves, an
www.projectsmagazine.eu.com
1
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alternative and sustainable source of
stored energy is in high demand.
Powering the transportation sector
accounts for the majority of the world’s
oil consumption. A new project, ReLiable,
is looking at the potential of batteries
based on lithium (Li) and oxygen (O2),
possibly extracted directly from the air
(Li-air), as an alternative that could

ultimately replace gasoline and diesel as
energy carriers and enable the use of
renewable
energy
sources
for
transportation. The batteries available at
present, such as nickel metal hydride
and the Li-ion batteries used in mobile
phones, yield a very limited energy
density. An automobile or truck powered
in this way will only have a limited
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Figure 1: Challenges at multiple time- and length scales
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when converting chemical fuel back into
electricity, but batteries can do this with
high energy efficiency.
A conventional Li-ion battery operates
by the transfer of Li ions between
electrodes, from one Li-storing material
— the anode — to another material that
can store Li — the cathode. The
electrochemical properties of the
materials give rise to a potential
difference, and as a result Li ions move,
during discharge, from anode to cathode,
while the electrons pass through an
external circuit generating electric
current. For rechargeable batteries the

‘‘

above all, Li-air batteries provide a
much higher energy density.
So what is preventing widespread use
of Li-air batteries? As Tejs Vegge
explains, the amount of energy required
to recharge the battery is an issue. “It is
still a key challenge to get the charging
done with a higher efficiency,” he
explains. Applying a sufficiently high
voltage will reverse the discharge
process, but more research is needed to
find the right combination of materials
that will lower the losses, resulting from
the
over-potentials
required
for
recharging the Li-air batteries.

There are a lot of groups worldwide
starting this activity up now. Because it’s
basically the only battery alternative
you can say is a direct competitor
to chemical fuels

process can be reversed without
significant energy loss.
The Li-air battery uses a Li anode and
a light porous cathode, possibly carbon,
in an open structure, so that in effect the
oxygen from the air acts as the cathode;
as the battery discharges lithium
peroxide is formed. This makes the
battery much lighter and less expensive
than conventional batteries using
transition metal oxide cathodes. And

‘‘

range. Li-air batteries can provide an
energy density up to 10 times higher
than a regular battery. As Senior
Scientist Tejs Vegge from the Technical
University of Denmark points out, “This
is basically the only way you can
compete with the energy density in
fossil fuels.”
Vegge heads the project ReLiable,
which aims to demonstrate the potential
of Li-air batteries as an alternative to
gasoline and diesel. Two companies and
three universities contribute to the
project: Haldor Topsøe A/S, a large
catalyst producer; Lithium Balance, a
Danish company that supplies battery
management
systems
for
Li-ion
batteries; Stanford University in the US;
the University of Southern Denmark;
and the Technical University of
Denmark, where Vegge heads the Section
for Atomic scale Modelling and Materials
at the Department of Energy Conversion
and Storage. The collaboration is funded
by the Danish Council for Strategic
Research and officially started on
January 1, 2012.
There are many approaches to
renewable energy currently under
development, such as solar power and
wind farming, all predominantly
generating
electricity.
For
all
applications, such as powering light
vehicles, the generated electrical power
must be stored. “You can make synthetic
liquid fuels,” says Tejs. “But every time
you go from electricity to a chemical
fuel you lose energy.” Energy is also lost

Drawing a high current from presentday Li-air batteries increases the energy
losses, which limits the practically
available power density, and may also
cause “sudden death” of the battery. “At
the moment the current densities are too
low,” says Senior Scientist Vegge. “That
is another big issue.”
In addition, as the battery discharges
an insulating layer of lithium peroxide
grows on the cathode, introducing
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Project Information
Project Title:
ReLiable: Reversible Lithium-Air
Batteries
Project Objective:
To develop new, high-capacity,
reversible Li-air batteries for use in a
sustainable energy infrastructure by:
* Designing and synthesizing
novel electrode materials from an
atomic-scale understanding of the
fundamental reaction mechanisms.
* Characterizing the electrodeelectrolyte interfaces in situ and
identifying degradation mechanisms.
* Producing, testing and optimizing
Li-air cells and BMS systems.
Figure 2: An integrated approach to materials design, characterization and testing

problems with the electronic conductivity.
The nanostructure of the cells is one area
very likely to affect this aspect of the
battery performance.
“If you have a very high surface area
you can grow more of your discharge
products before you become limited by
electronic conduction,” says Vegge.
ReLiable aims to tackle all the main
factors that limit the present performance
of Li-air batteries. The researchers in the
project use a fundamental atomic-level
understanding
of
the
reaction
mechanisms to design new materials (see
Figure 1). “In order to make new
materials we really need to understand
the rate limiting steps — what is limiting
for instance the current density,” says
Senior Scientist Vegge.
“And when we know this we can
design a catalyst or an electrolyte that
can improve it.”
The project combines large-scale
computational
methods
with
experimental techniques such as x-ray
techniques and synchrotron or neutron
radiation studies and electrochemical
analysis to identify the mechanisms at
work in the batteries.
The project is structured around five
work packages. A designated institution
heads each work package, with the other
institutions providing input as well.
Senior Scientist Vegge emphasises that
integrated
computational
and
experimental techniques are at the core
of the project.
“We build on each group’s strength in
either simulations or experiments and
then combine them in an integrated
materials design loop.” (See Figure 2.)
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Although the researchers have already
made
considerable
progress
in
understanding
the
fundamental
mechanisms, overcoming the factors that
limit the performance of Li-air batteries
is a big challenge.
One of the project’s end goals is to
make a Li-air pack of 2 x 4 battery cells
that operate in a controlled manner. “We
can make reversible Li-air batteries now
but they’re just not good enough,” says
Vegge.
“At the end of the four years if we
successfully make a pack of Li-air
batteries that we can charge and
discharge cyclically at a high current
density with a low over-potential we will
be ecstatic,” he smiles.
Activity in Li-air battery research has
surged over recent years, which makes
the field highly competitive.
“There are a lot of groups worldwide
starting this activity up now. Because it’s
basically the only battery alternative
you can say is a direct competitor to
chemical fuels. There are a few others
that come close but nothing with as high
an energy density as this.”
ReLiable is still in its early stages, and
the people working in the project are
keen to expand, particularly with
companies to work on the applications
side.
Vegge also stresses the need for policy
makers to fully appreciate research in
this field.
“The fact is there are no real
alternatives to fossil fuels at this point.
For an increase in renewable energy in
our infrastructure we also need efficient
ways of storing that energy.”

★

Project Duration and Timing:
4 years, January 2012 to December
2015
Project Funding:
The Danish Council for Strategic
Research, Programme Commission on
Sustainable Energy and Environment
has funded the project with 18.9
MDkr. or 2,5 MEuro over 4 years.
Project Partners:
* Technical University of Denmark
(DTU)
* University of Southern Denmark
* Stanford University
* Haldor Topsøe A/S
* Lithium Balance
Tejs Vegge
Tejs Vegge is head of
the section “Atomic scale
Modelling and Materials” at DTU
Energy Conversion.
He specializes in integrated
computational and experimental
design of materials for energy
storage and conversion. From an
atomic level understanding of the
fundamental mechanisms, they
design novel (electro)catalysts,
membranes and materials
for energy storage.

Contact

Main contact name:
Tejs Vegge
Email: teve@dtu.dk
Web: http://www.reliable.dk
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10ACTION is a new project co-financed by the European Commission under the Intelligent Energy
Europe programme, that aims to communicate information about state-of-the-art technologies
regarding energy efficiency and renewable energy in buildings, and is doing so through a wide range
of activities including model house viewings, competitions for children and professional events

Communicating
energy action

Professor Sergio Vega describes the
origins of 10ACTION: “I am a professor
of research at the school of architecture
of the Technical University of Madrid. In
2007, after having participated in the
Solar Decathlon competition in the USA,
we decided to bring the Spanish and U.S.
governments together in order to try to
organise a complementary competition
for Europe. The governments agreed,
and the Spanish government selected
our institution to hold the first Solar
Decathlon Europe in 2010.”
The Solar Decathlon is a competition
originally designed by the U.S.
Department of Energy in which teams
from universities are challenged to
design and build houses that consume as
few natural resources as possible and
produce minimum waste products
during their life cycle. Particular
emphasis is put on reducing energy
consumption and on obtaining all the
necessary energy from the sun.
38

“At the 2010 event we had more than
75 different activities going on, catering
for a whole spectrum of people from
children to building professionals,” says
Vega. “The general public were able to
look inside the solar houses, we had
workshops for students that helped to
explain the technologies involved and
we even had tapas being cooked using
solar energy!
“The event was a great success, and
really helped to highlight the issues
surrounding
sustainable
energy
consumption to everyone who attended.
However, at this point these activities
were only available for a small number
of people in Spain, and so we started
thinking of ways in which we could
extend the influence and activities of the
Solar Decathlon Europe to other
European countries. That is how we
came upon the idea of the 10ACTION
project.”
The partners of 10ACTION are two

technical universities, four European
national energy agencies and a
communication
and
marketing
company:
• UPM - Universidad Politécnica de
Madrid, Spain
• TUD - Technische Universität
Darmstadt, Germany
• IDAE - Instituto para la
Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía,
Spain
• CRES - Center for Renewable Energy
Sources and Saving, Greece
• AEA - Austrian Energy Agency,
Austria
• ADENE - Agência a Energia, Portugal
• EMK - Equipo de Marketing, Spain
10ACTION aims to bring numerous
dissemination activities based on the
knowledge gained from the Solar
Decathlon Europe to five different target
groups around Europe: children,
adolescents,
university
students,
professionals and the general public. The

Intelligent Energy– Europe (IEE) offers a helping hand to organisations willing to improve energy sustainability. Launched in 2003 by the European Commission, the
programme is part of a broad push to create an energy-intelligent future for us all. It supports EU energy efficiency and renewable energy policies, with a view to
Insight Publishers
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reaching the EU 2020 targets (20% cut in greenhouse gas emissions, 20% improvement in energy efficiency and 20% of renewables
in EU energy consumption).
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Above: The Ten Action stand at the BAU Fair in Munich, the world’s leading trade fair for architecture, materials and systems.

communication is directed towards high
social and media impact through
webpages,
social
networking,
newspapers, conferences and more.
The solar houses constitute one of the
primary ways in which to familiarise
people of all ages with the integrated
renewable energy resources, with 13
exhibitions of Solar Decathlon houses
having been organised in several
European countries including France,
England, Germany, Spain and Finland.
Visitors are able to explore the houses
while a university specialist provides
appropriate explanations, specifies how
the technologies work and emphasises
the importance of responsible and
efficient energy use.
“The houses allow us to disseminate
the information to the visitors in an
engaging and practical format,” explains
Vega. In addition, visitors are supplied
with leaflets that include comprehensive
information regarding several aspects of
the house, with it being made clear that
the technologies displayed can be easily
integrated in a common house without
interfering negatively in the house
aesthetics or the citizen’s lifestyle.
The house exhibitions have proved to
be very successful, one example being
the exhibition of the University of
Rosenheim’s house ‘IKAROS’ at the Bau
2011 trade fair in Munich, which
received around 1,200 visitors each day.
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The house received very positive
feedback from people in the exhibition,
with 88 per cent of visitors expressing
an interest in buying or constructing a
similar energy-efficient dwelling after
having viewed the house.
One of the oft-repeated mantras of the
10ACTION project is the need to engage
all different target groups, and this has
required some creative thinking in
terms of trying to get the same messages
across to groups such as children, whom
one might think would not have an
interest in a subject such as energy
efficiency. “One of the ways we have
tried to get children involved is through
the Solar Energy Drawing Competition,”
says Vega. “More than 1,000 children
from around Europe have entered this
and it helps them to understand how
solar energy can be used.” Furthermore
the Austrian Energy Agency developed
the webgame “My Energy Smarthome”
that teaches the children how to build a
sustainable house and how to save
energy. It is available in English,
German, Spanish, Greek, Austrian and
Portuguese.
University students, particularly
those
studying
engineering
and
architecture, are getting involved
through a series of lectures and
PowerPoint presentations that have been
published online.
These materials can be used by

teachers as a preparation for debates
concerning emission levels and what the
ideal sustainable city would look like, or
they can be studied independently by
the students.
The high level of social impact remains
the most important factor when
designing the dissemination activities,
as Vega explains: “In Spain we had
about 2,000 hits in the media via
television, radio, and in the press, over
the course of 2010,” he says, “and we so
we hope that this will help the project
have a huge positive impact on the
people it reaches.
“We feel that the ideas that we are
trying to convey about the responsible
use of energy, energy efficiency in
business and the necessity to develop a
more sustainable world are not only
incredibly important but also relevant to
everyone.”
With the current 10ACTION project
set to finish this December, plans are
already under way to create a new
project to continue in the same vein.
“The next competition is probably going
to be held in Paris in 2014, and then in
2016 we will have hopefully transferred
the organisation of the competition to
the European Commission,” says Vega.
“This is an ongoing concept, and we
hope to be teaching people about
sustainable energy systems for many
years.”

★
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Next generation electronics require cost-effective, high-volume manufacturing solutions. Orthodox
platforms are inhibiting the viability of many products, prompting the EU to sponsor pioneering
alternatives. Dr Hans Winands discusses one initiative, Project Lotus, which could provide one
of the missing links required to release a plethora of revolutionary new devices into the marketplace

Making connections to realise
the electronics of tomorrow

It’s not enough for technology to work.
However brilliant, for inventions to
proliferate and achieve optimum impact,
they must also be rendered affordable.
Commissioned under the EU’s FP-7
programme, the 5.5 million Euro Project
Lotus targets the critical issue of electrical
wiring of next generation electronics,
with just this intent. Refining cutting
edge tools that burst through the
prohibitive cost-barrier, it’s a scheme that
puts recent developments on a fast-track
to commercial application.
Flexible electronic devices, particularly
photovoltaic cells, organic LED (OLED)
technology and radio frequency ID (RFID)

constructs can be far more economically
manufactured using ‘roll to roll’ processes,
which the study aims to finesse. This
nascent system involves vast areas of
pliant substrates – which could be paper,
plastic or even textiles – being transported
at high speed through an intricate
apparatus, which ‘writes’ circuitry across
its surface. Using inkjet and low
temperature sintering methods, the
principle is similar to traditional printing
– albeit, on a simultaneously vast, yet
microscopically detailed scale and
yielding highly conductive tracks, even at
low processing temperatures.
“The goals of Lotus closely match the

aims of industry to develop ‘new world’
electronic devices which can be integrated
into cheaper materials, such as textiles
and plastics” explains Dr Winands, the
Project Manager. “It’s also important to
generate these connections at low
temperatures, as an alternative to welding
or heat-intensive sintering.”
Developed by an academic-industrial
partnership ranging across the EU – from
Philips in Germany to the Hebrew
University
in
Jerusalem
–
the
comprehensive,
end-to-end
study
scrutinises the elements necessary for
effective roll-to-roll manufacturing. One
sub-objective concentrates on the ink
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Links

www.10action.com
www.sdeurope.org
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/intelligent/
index_en.htm
Online videos and presentations
of International Conference for
professionals of the building sector
‘Nearly zero-energy buildings,
from research to real construction.
Addressing implications of the EPBD
Directive on the construction sector,
SDEurope houses and relevant
European buildings with high energy
qualification’: http://www.idae.es/
index.php/relcategoria.204/id.666/
mod.pags/mem.detalle
10ACTION developed the book:
“SOLAR DECATHLON EUROPE 2010,
Towards Energy Efficient Buildings”
Free download at this link:
http://www.sdeurope.org/?p=4065

Actions in 2012

For children:
• Webgame “My Energy Smarthome”
available in English, German,
Austrian, Portuguese, Spanish and
Greek on the following link: http://
myenergysmarthome.eu/
• International Solar Energy Drawing

COMPETITION http://10actionchildren.sdeurope.org/login/index.
php

For teenagers:
• “Energy + Architecture”, International
Design Competition: “Ideas for
the future”, International Photos
Competition: “Energy in Focus”
http://10action-teenagers.sdeurope.
org/login/index.php
For university students and the
scientific community:
• “THINK URBAN: MORE about
LESS [emissions]” debate http://
concursoschneider.sdeurope.org/
login/index.php International Ideas
Competition: MORE with LESS
(emissions), with awards sponsored
by Schneider Electric
• Technical Workshops for Students in

Spain, France, England and Greece
and Germany
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Actions for professionals of the
building sector and city councils:
• International Conference Nearly Zero
Energy Buildings: New Construction
and Refurbishment” 24th of May 2012
at GENERA 2012 MADRID. This Energy
and Environment International Trade
Fair is a benchmark platform for
the renewable energies and energy
efficiency sector.
• International Conference and

exhibition of scale model of
CEM+NEM- House from SDE2012
team of the University of Oporto at
UrbaVerde - Sustainable Cities Fair.
The largest Portuguese forum of
cities, the annual event that brings
together the industry, featuring
news, experiences, and solutions for
the development of more sustainable
cities.

Actions for the general public:
• Free visits to SDEurope Houses:
1. home+ of Hochschule für Technik
Stuttgart open until Nov. 2012 in
Stuttgart, Germany.
2. Bergische Universität Wuppertal
open until Nov. 2012 in Wuppertal,
Germany.
3. Lantti house of Aalto University at
the Finnish Housing Fair from the
13th of July until the 12th of August
2012 in Tampere, Finland.
4. Napevomo of Arts et Metiers
ParisTech open until June 2012 in
Bordeaux, France.
5. Armadillo box of Ecole National
Supérieure d´architecture de
Grenoble, property of Institut
National de l’Energie Solaire (INES),
will be open until the 1st of October
2012 un Grenoble, France.
6. SML House from University Cardenal
Herrera CEU Valencia, Spain, open
in 2012

Project Information
Project Title:
10ACTION: Actions to Increase Energy
Awareness in European Citizens
Project Objective:
10ACTION uses the values which
boost Solar Decathlon Europe to raise
awareness in European society to
achieve the objectives of EU energy
policy. These values encourage a
responsible use of energy, greater
energy efficiency, improvement in
sustainability and use of renewable
energies in housing.
Project Duration and Timing:
2.5 years, May 2010 to November
2012
Project Funding:
Intelligent Energy Europe Programme
Project Partners:
Universidad Politecnica de Madrid,
Spain is the coordinator.
Partners:
• Instituto de Diversificacion y Ahorro
de Energia, Spain
• Austrian Energy Agency, Austria
• Agência para a Energia, Portugal
• Center for Renewable Energy
Source, Greece
• Technische Universität Darmstadt,
Germany
• Equipo de Marketing, Spain

Dr. Sergio Vega
Dr. Sergio Vega, PhD in
Architecture and Project
Manager Professional (PMI institute),
Project Manager of Solar Decathlon
Europe. He has over 10 years of
experience in R&D work related to
the energy and construction sector,
and has led several national and
international research projects.

7. URCOMANTE House from University
of Valladolid, Spain, open in 2012
8. LOW3 House from Politecnic
University of Catalunya, Spain, open
in 2012
The sole responsibility for the content of
this article lies with the authors. It does
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
European Union. Neither the EACI nor the
European Commission are responsible
for any use that may be made of the
information contained therein.

Contact

Main contact name:
Katja Klinkenberg
Tel: +34 913363891
Email: katja.klinkenberg@sdeurope.org
Web: http://www.10action.com
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A unique project is making great strides in developing key understandings of the way
environmental disasters have shaped and continue to shape human evolution and history

Using Past Environmental
Events as Analytical
Mirrors into Prehistory
The Laboratory for Past Disaster
Science - LaPaDis - is a newly
established research cluster which
focuses on how humans have coped with
natural disasters such as volcanic
eruptions, tsunamis and earthquakes in
the past. Moreover, it aims to provide an
historical prospectus in the form of an
open-access database that will aid
studies focused more towards future
events, something which is historically
known to be ‘extremely limited’, says
project director Felix Riede.
Associate Professor Riede of Aarhus
University explains that this unique and
highly interdisciplinary research project
is dedicated to acting as a bridge between
many subject groups such as the
historical sciences, the social sciences
and
natural
sciences,
providing
groundbreaking data from the depths of
human history and prehistory. Recent
studies add more and more weight to the
argument that environmental change
has had – and continues to have –
important effects on humanity and
evolution; Riede believes we simply
cannot afford to ignore these ideas
anymore.
“The last 20 years in particular have
brought a wealth of climate and
environmental data showing how
turbulent the past was and this is now
having an impact on how we see humans
in relation to their environment in the
past,” he said.
He is also quick to point out though
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that “this is not a new form of
environmental determinism, but stems
from the realisation that we simply
cannot afford to ignore the role that
environmental changes and events have
had on the course of our prehistory and
history.”
The project’s main aim is to investigate
the vulnerability of small-scale societies
(small-scale farmers, horticulturalists
and hunger-gatherers) during rapid
environmental changes, in particular
volcanic eruptions. Although it touches
on current times and even provides
platforms between historical and future
events, it is predominantly an historical
project, which is strongly archeologically
oriented.
“Although it is very important to look
at current societies, we cannot of course
predict the future. So, if you want to see
how a society has been affected you
have to look into the case studies of past
events,” said Riede.
Currently, the research group is
focusing on the Laacher See volcanic
eruption from 10,966 BCE to see how it
impacted on the culture-history of
contemporaneous
hunter-gatherer
populations in Northern Europe during
this so-called Late Glacial period that
marks the end of the last ice age. By
investigating local changes in the
archaeological record in relation to the
eruption, and by matching local patterns
to global trends seen in responses of
other societies during similar events, the

research project will provide a better
understanding of these events as a
whole. At the same time, the project will
provide a much more solid base for
interpreting the ways in which other
more recent as well as more ancient
eruptions have affected human societies.
The project seeks to document and
analyse the multitude of ways in which
humans have handled the types of
events in question. This would help to
better understand what made the
affected societies vulnerable in the first
place. The hope is to then relate these
insights to current situations, where
societies are affected but where,
currently, we cannot predict future
consequences of such events.
“We’re aiming to glue this historical
prospectus together with aspirations
that the framework will inform ways in
which plans, especially longer-term
plans, are made to deal with such events
in the present and future.” Riede says.
Riede believes strongly that the
information
needed
to
produce
frameworks in this area is very complex
and requires historical depth. Referring
to the recent Icelandic eruption, he
points out that even in today’s highly
advanced society, we are still vulnerable
to these events. It is all relative to how
we travel and work. “This 2010
Eyjafjallajökull
eruption
starkly
highlighted several dimensions of
fragility in the present, so we’re
developing conceptual tools, thanks to
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this information and data, which can be
applied to a whole range of other case
studies.”
Inherently interdisciplinary, LaPaDiS
is primarily concerned with the cultural
and social dimensions and effects of
such environmental events.
“Religion, for example, has evolved
and changed in light of such events;
people start to think differently and act
differently when you flip the order of
what they have come to know and
believe,” says Riede.
“Over the past few years it has become
apparent that volcanic eruptions have
affected societies during key parts of
our evolution, for example during the
re-colonisation of Europe after the last
ice age, around the extinction of the
Neanderthals, and perhaps even at the
time our species evolved in Africa.”
Riede says that there are visible
results so far that take shape in the form
of published papers, some more technical
than others, which document key issues
of the project’s current focus case study.
They have been collecting data that
shows clear chronological relationships
between the events and the cultural
historical changes seen, as predicted by
Riede and his team.
In 2011, Riede himself published a
paper outlining the key structure of the
project, highlighting why it is important
to consider past events when discussing
current catastrophes. In 2012, Riede and
project partner Kevan Edinborough
from the Institute of Archaeology at
University College London in the UK
published a paper titled Bayesian
radiocarbon models for the cultural
transition during Allerød in Southern
Scandinavia, in which they refined the
chronology for the project’s main case
study, the Laacher See eruption which
took place in or around 10,966 BCE,
documenting how the impact on huntergatherer societies at the time.
Riede hopes that the project’s future
will lead to a monograph to be published
with Aarhus University Press on the
major case study (Laacher See eruption)
as well as a conference anthology from
an international conference to be held in
early 2013 under the auspices of
LaPaDiS. The latter publication will
become a major sourcebook for this field.
The past vulnerability conference
taking place early 2013, as well as other
elements of the project, owes its thanks
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to the funding from the Danish Research
Council through the Independent
Research’s Culture and Communication
section as well as additional funding
through the Sapere Aude Research
Excellence initiative. The combined total
so far secured equates to 2.1m DKK.
As well as the money for the
conference, new laboratory facilities,
and a wide range of analyses, the
funding also covers the costs of research
assistants and critical sabbatical time
for Riede himself. Other parts of the
funding are used for a series of Work
Packages.
The output of Work Package 1 consists
of a global open-access database of
forager responses to volcanic events
seeking to provide a comparative
database of societies’ responses to
volcanic events that will go online in
2013.
The second Work Package is laid out
in two parts; 2A is the mapping of
archaeological
localities.
This
is
associated with mapping the occurrence
of archaeological phenomena on the
North European Plain prior to and after
the Laacher See eruption in order to
quantify the spatial dimensions of risk
and vulnerability at the time. The
results of this Work Package, albeit
preliminary at this stage, are available
for everybody to browse and use at
www.lateglacial.org.
Work Package 2B is concerned with
radiocarbon dating and modelling. This
particular work package is designed to
improve the chronology for the
Scandinavian Stone Age societies
affected by the Laacher See eruption
through radiocarbon dating.
The third and final Work Package is
designed to deliver a theory-driven
synthesis of the generated data.

★

Prof. Felix Riede
Born in Kassel (GER) November
16th, 1978. 199-2002 Durham
(B.A. 1st class in Arch & Anth). 20022007 M.Phil. and Ph.D. at Cambridge. 2006-7
Junior Research Fellow/Research Associate
at Wolfson College and the Leverhulme
Centre for Human Evolutionary Studies.
2007-9 British Academy Post-doctoral Fellow
at the Centre for the Evolution of Cultural
Diversity at UCL. 2009-2012 Assistant
Professor, Dept. of Culture & Society, Aarhus
University, since April 1st, 2012
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Project Information
Project Title:
LaPaDiS: Laboratory for Past DIsaster
Science
Subtitle: Volcanic eruptions and
prehistoric culture change. Crosscultural context for the Laacher Seeeruption and its impact on Late Glacial
foragers in southern Scandinavia
Project Objective:
LaPaDiS’ mission is to investigate the
ways in which individuals and groups in
the past responded to and coped with
rapid environmental change and events
on both a local and global comparative
scale. We draw on natural scientific and
other methods to address questions of
archaeological, anthropological, and
sociological concern.
Project Duration and Timing:
2 years, July 2011 to July 2013
Project Funding:
The project is funded by the Danish
Council for Independent Research’s
Culture and Communication section
and the Sapere Aude Research
Excellence early-career programme.
Total funding: 2.1 million DKK.
Project Partners:
• Reader in Volcanology Clive
Oppenheimer, Department of
Geography, • University of Cambridge
(UK)
• Professor John Grattan, Institute of
• Geography & Earth Sciences,
Aberystwyth University (UK)
• Associate Professor Jens Seeberg,
Department of Culture and Society
(Anthropology), Aarhus University (DK)
• Associate Professor Christian Tegner,
Department of Geoscience, Aarhus
University (DK)
• Professor Bent Vad Odgaard,
Department
of Geoscience, Aarhus University (DK)
• Professor Stefan Wastegård,
Department
of Physical Geography and Quaternary
Geology, Stockholm University (SWE)
• Prof. David J. Lowe, Department of
Earth and Ocean Sciences, Waikato
University (NZ)

Contact

Name: Felix Riede
Tel: +45 87162083
Email: f.riede@hum.au.dk
Web: http://projects.au.dk/lapadis/
www.lateglacial.org
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Environment

The Group on Earth Observations (GEO) necessitates worldwide co-operation. Without strategically
dispersed monitoring tools and compatible systems, the scope of the initiative is compromised. A
new EU project aims to encourage participation amongst the Balkan territories

Maps Without Frontiers:
Linking The Balkans To GEO
A live stream of global reportage, GEO
has a vast scale and ambition. As GEO
offers the utilities to analyse earth
systems, inform policy decisions and –
most urgently – provide updates on
dangerous natural phenomena, a new
project helps to develop the ‘system of
systems’.
BalkanGEONet has been launched by
the EC to nurture the connections in an
area posing unique geo-political
challenges. Ultimately the project will
deliver a road map intended to coordinate
the localised evolution of the initiative,
whilst keeping pace with wider EU goals.
“The field work began with massive
surveys that assessed who the EO players
are in the Balkans,” explains Peter
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Gyuris, a Local co-ordinator at Geonardo
Ltd.. “GEOSS technology aims to reach a
future where Earth observations and the
derived, delivered information is
coordinated. “GEOSS must be practical,
and serve the needs of stakeholders and
end users. These could be ministries,
research centres – or private citizens.”
Once collated, the survey results will be
hosted within an online Networking
Facility, sponsoring integration between
parties with common interests.
Conducting a workshop alongside
other EU projects in Istanbul last year
helped to reveal requirements at national
level. “Development areas seem to vary
from country to country and from
organization to organization,” divulges

Gyuris. “These might be the provision of
information and data, or whether there’s
sufficient human capital available for
instance.
“These must be refined to create better
informational exchanges between the
scientific community, governments, and
the public.”
Another strand of the project will
assemble specialists from interlinked
scientific fields – for instance ecologists
and environmental protection agencies
– to foster co-operation and knowledge
sharing. Multilateral and national
promotional events, also incorporating
stakeholders, will facilitate this, and
broaden the horizons of attendees. “They
will gain an awareness of mainstream
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currents in research,” says Gyuris.
“Not only will they be informed about
GEOSS, but also the ‘GMES’ programme
of the EU, and the concept of an epoch in
which environmental data is collected
and transmitted across borders.”
Implementation of global initiatives is
an aspect in which marked local
differences have been noted. Several
nations maintain a ‘top down’ approach,
mainly EU members, contrasted against
a
de-centralised
response
in
comparators.
“Montenegro exhibits strong scientific
activity in fields such as disaster
management
and
ecosystem
monitoring,” says Gyuris. “However,
these are not centrally organised. A
couple of organisations are subscribing
to international projects, without an
awareness of what forms the big
picture.”
So far, progress is positive. “All the
results of the project have been
submitted to the EU in a timely fashion,
and initial feedback from the
Commission is favourable.” The next
major milestone in the project will be
the gap analysis and a conference at
Split, hosted on September 24-25 2012,
when results of analyses and future
plans will be released. “If organisations

are willing to cooperate, and funds are
available to facilitate joint ventures,
Balkan-based EO projects can succeed,”
says Gyuris.

★

Project Partners:
* Univerzitet u Novom Sadu
* Institut Jožef Stefan
* Joanneum Research
Forschungsgesellschaft mbH
* Erevnitiki & Anaptiksiaki Etairia
Theoxaratos & SIA OE
* Sveučilište u Splitu (University of
Split)
* Geonardo Environmental
Technologies Ltd.
* Umweltbundesamt GmbH
* Internationales Institut für
angewandte Systemanalyse
* Universiteit Gent
* Romanian Space Agency
* National Institute of Geophysics,
Geodesy and Geography of
Bulgarian Academy of Science
* Faculty of Agriculture and Food
Science Sarajevo
* Javna ustanova Univerzitet Crne
Gore Podgorica
* Institute of Geosciences,
Polytechnic University of Tirana
* Balkan Foundation for Sustainable
Development
* Provincial Secretariat for Agriculture,
Water Economy and Forestry of
Vojvodina
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Project Information
Project Title:
BalkanGEONet: Balkan GEO
Network – Towards Inclusion of
Balkan Countries into Global Earth
Observation Initiatives
Project Objective:
The main objective of the Project
is to identify and coordinate EO
activities in the wider Balkan region
and to pave the way for future full
inclusion of all Balkan countries into
GEO to foster better understanding
and more intelligent utilization of the
environmental resources, increase
quality of life and faster economic
development.
Project Duration and Timing:
3 years, November 2010 to October
2013
Project Funding:
European Commission

Peter Gyuris
Peter Gyuris is working
for Geonardo Ltd. a
Budapest based private company
that has consultation activity
related to environment and
natural resources management
technologies. He holds a master
degree in geography and
geoinformatics and he is running
a PhD course on applied remote
sensing.

Contact

Main contact name:
Prof. Vladimir Crnojevic
Tel: +381 21 485 25 20
Email: crnojevic@uns.ac.rs
Web: www.balkangeo.net
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Environment

The EU has long recognised that sustainable use of its marine environment requires recognition of
wider ecosystem issues around exploitation and protects both the seas and the communities that
they support. A research project co-ordinated by the University of Liverpool has been developing a
framework to support sustainable, ecosystem-based, fisheries management in Europe

Fishing for success
The long-term sustainability of our
oceans and the protection of its rich
and diverse habitats is one of the most
urgent ecological considerations that
the world faces today.
The depletion of fish stocks in EU
waters is one well-publicised concern
but the issue of sustainability stretches
far beyond the protection of individual
species and new policies such as the
Marine Strategy Framework Directive
require that fisheries are managed
appropriately to ensure they do not
negatively impact the wider ecosystem.
A healthy future for European waters
requires an holistic approach and the
consideration of the three pillars of
sustainability: ecological, social and
economic.
Research carried out by marine,
social and political scientists, working
in concert with stakeholders (e.g.
fishers,
environmental
nongovernmental organisations) in the
North Sea in an EU FP-5 funded project
(European Fisheries Ecosystem Plan,
completed 2004) found that traditional
fisheries management had created a
problematic situation.
Stakeholders raised concerns about
the bureaucratic rigidity of the EU and
the
Common
Fisheries
Policy,
highlighting that the centralised, topdown structure of CFP management
had made stakeholders feel isolated
from the decision-making process.
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Equally,
traditional
fisheries
management didn’t allow for diverse
regional concerns and stakeholders
were sceptical of the scientific research
that drove the decision-making. In
short,
traditional
methods
of
management and governance of the
fisheries had failed to be sustainable.
The European Fisheries Ecosystem
Plan (EFEP) project went on to develop
an
ecosystem
based
fisheries
management (EBFM) plan for the
North Sea. EBFM as envisaged by
EFEP would consider the whole
complex web of the ecosystem, taking
in target species and non-target fish
species as well as other aspects of the
ecosystem, including people.
Another key objective would be to
ensure that management decisions are
acceptable and achievable for all those
with a concern in the fishing industry.
Furthermore, stakeholders would be
kept well-informed of scientific data
and research and management would
adapt a governance framework that
would be inclusive and participatory at
all levels.

Putting plans into operation
MEFEPO, Making European Fisheries
Ecosystem Plans Operational, is an EUfunded project that set out to further
the development of operational
Fisheries Ecosystem Plans (FEPs).
Using three case study areas based on

established Regional Advisory Councils
the project cast its net over the North
Sea, the North Western Waters and the
South Western Waters.
MEFEPO’s objectives were two-fold:
to develop a governance structure that
would include stakeholders more
effectively in decision-making and to
create a management tool to allow the
potential impacts of management
decisions on the three pillars of
sustainability to be evaluated.
“The project was designed to develop
a framework that could be used to
support the transition to ecosystem
based fisheries management in
Europe,” explains Dr Helen Bloomfield,
a research scientist at Liverpool
University and a member of the
MEFEPO team. “Ecosystem based
management requires a balance
between the three pillars of
sustainability, so we were looking at
trying to draw together ecological data
with social and economic data. The
objective was to develop a framework
to support that process, and to develop
a governance framework to enable
successful implementation.”
The scope of the MEFEPO project
was ambitious. The project needed to
take into consideration a huge amount
of data for each region and on a
geographical level the team was
looking at an area stretching from the
Shetlands to the Azores. The project
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Governance model for regionalisation of the Common Fisheries Policy developed by stakeholders at a series of MEFEPO project
workshops. For further details please refer to the Key operational challenges to the introduction of an ecosystem approach to fisheries
management: Workshop report (van Hoof et al. 2011) on the project website: http://www.liv.ac.uk/mefepo/reports-and-outputs/wp6
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simultaneous consideration of the
ecological,
social
and
economic
implications of management decisions.
“The idea is that the content of the
decision-support tool can be modified
depending
on
objectives,”
Helen
explains. “So you might decide in one
region that you have a specific social
objective that is very important and you
can use that within your decisionmaking framework. You can then assess
what the impact of a proposed
management measure would be across
this, and other objectives - ecological,
social and economic. People had concerns
about how decisions were being made in

‘‘

approach using case study fisheries from
each of the regions. This was discussed
with stakeholders from the European
Commission,
industry
and
nongovernmental organisations in Brussels
in November 2011. “It was good to be
able to show people how the decisionsupport tool could work, and to get
people talking about what the potential
impacts of a range of management
measures on ecological, social and
economic aspects of the ecosystem,” says
Helen. “We see it as a starting point to
allow people to start talking about, and
trying to resolve, the challenges for
EBFM.”

There’s a lot of enthusiasm from the
stakeholders to be involved in taking the
next step towards implementing
Helen Bloomfield, University of Liverpool
operational EBFM

fisheries management,” she continues
“and this is a tool that allows the
management process to be more
transparent. It forces managers and
others involved in decision-making to
acknowledge the other impacts of
management-decisions.”
The MEFEPO team have gone on to
document the application of the matrix

‘‘

partners reflect the scale of MEFEPO and
it can boast contributions from a diverse
collaboration of experts across the EU
including scientists at the University of
Liverpool,
Innovative
Fisheries
Management
in
Denmark
and
researchers at Instituto Nacional de
Recursos Biologicos in Portugal, amongst
many others. “It was an interdisciplinary
team;
different
partners
had
responsibility for different aspects of the
project but we worked closely together to
ensure that the different project
components complemented one another,”
says Helen. “Our governance team was
led by a cohort in Denmark; they
interviewed stakeholders through the
Regional Advisory Councils to examine
preferences for different governance
models. The project took the preferred
options back to a workshop in Haarlem
last year (April 2011) and with
stakeholders developed a proposal for a
new
operational,
regionalised,
governance structure” (see governance
model above).
The development of a framework to
combine information from the three
pillars of sustainability to support the
key objectives of EBFM was led by
researchers at the University of Liverpool
and the Institute for Marine Resources
and Ecosystem Studies (IMARES), the
Netherlands (see framework overleaf).’
The team developed a matrix-style
decision support tool that would allow

Clear communication
A lack of transparency and poor
communication between scientists,
management and stakeholders had been
identified as one of the problems in
traditional
top-down
fisheries
management in Europe. Clear and
effective dissemination of information
lies at the heart of the MEFEPO approach
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Project Information
Project Title:
MEFEPO: Making the European
Fisheries Ecosystem Plan Operational

MEFEPO approach to the development of regional Fisheries Ecosystem Plans. This framework was developed to
combine information from the three pillars of sustainability (ecological, social and economic) to support the key
objectives of EBFM in the context of sustainable development. Descriptors were identified for each pillar to allow the
potential impacts of different combinations of management measures on the ecological, social and economic status
of the system to be explored.”

and the team has been conscientious in
its efforts to ensure that those involved
at all levels of the fishing industry across
the EU are fully informed of
developments. MEFEPO has produced
regional summary documents for
stakeholders to outline the proposed
governance structure and application of
the matrix approach, as well as regional
atlases outlining ecological, social and
economic concerns, and their website
(www.liv.ac.uk/mefepo)
boasts
a
comprehensive library of all the project’s
reports and outputs.
The project focussed on developing a
framework, and the supporting evidence
base (natural and social science), to
integrate the MSFD objectives within a
reformed CFP in the context of EBFM.
Understanding of the links between
ecological, social and economic systems
is essential in order to ensure that
management decisions are appropriately
informed and the transition to EBFM has
considerable implications for the
knowledge base required to support
management.
“We wanted to be able to communicate
to the stakeholders and not just to the
traditional decision-makers sitting in
Brussels,” says Helen.
“All the way through the project we’ve
tried to develop information that’s
accessible to all stakeholders rather than
it all being very technical in focus.”
Helen says that ultimately the MEFEPO
Helen Bloomfield
Helen Bloomfield is a
Research Associate at the
University of Liverpool (UK);
she has an multidisciplinary (natural and
social science) background in fisheries
research. Her work focuses on fisheries
impacts on the marine environment and
effects of management on ecological and
socio-economic systems.
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team would “like to see the industry sit
down with environmental NGOs,
fisheries biologists and decision-makers
and actually work to fill in the decision
support
tool
together”.
Clear
communication
and
transparency,
implemented through an appropriate
governance structure, is key to that
objective becoming a reality.

The next step
The MEFEPO project has come to a close,
but Helen says there is plenty of scope for
moving the project forward. “While
there has been progress in the
development of EBFM, operational EBFM
has yet to be achieved.”
The MEFEPO team is clear that this
will require further research.
“We would really like to take forward
some of the challenges we have identified,
for example trying to identify descriptors
and objectives for the social and economic
pillars that are comparable to those being
developed for the ecological pillar
through the Marine Strategy Framework
Directive.”
So far, response from the stakeholders
has been encouraging.
“There’s a lot of enthusiasm from the
stakeholders to be involved in taking the
next
step
towards
implementing
operational EBFM,” says Helen. “We are
looking forward to building upon the
progress made by MEFEPO.”

Project Objective:
The MEFEPO project was designed
to further development of a
framework, and the supporting
evidence base (natural and social
science), required to integrate the
Marine Strategy Framework Directive
(MSFD) objectives within a reformed
Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) in the
context of sustainable ecosystem
based fisheries management (EBFM).
Project Duration and Timing:
3 years 3 months, September 2008 to
November 2011
Project Funding:
FP7 EU funding – Collaborative
Project (small or medium-scale
focused research project)
Project Partners:
* University of Liverpool (UK)
* Instituto Nacional de Recursos
Biologicos I.P. INRB (Portugal)
* Wageningen Institute for Marine
Resources & Ecosystem Studies
(Netherlands)
* Université de Bretagne Occidentale
(France)
* Marine Institute (Ireland)
* Universitetet i Tromsø (Norway)
* Centre for Environment, Fisheries &
Aquaculture Science (UK)
* Institute of Fisheries Management
(Denmark)
* Instituto do Mar (the Azores,
Portugal)
* Instituto Español de Oceanografía
(Spain)

★

Chris Frid
Chris Frid is Professor of
Marine Biology at the
University of Liverpool
(UK); his expertise originally focused
on the ecology of the sea floor but
more recently broadened to include
ecosystem dynamics, and human
impacts on marine ecosystems and their
management.

Contact

Main contact name:
Helen Bloomfield
Tel: +44 151 795 4652
Email: h.j.bloomfield@liv.ac.uk
Web: www.liv.ac.uk/mefepo
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A network of European researchers has been studying 21st-century hunting in many forms and they
hope to improve the management of biodiversity and resolve conflicts about hunting practices

Hunting matters

Hunting for Sustainability, which is
financed by the European Union’s 7th
Framework programme, began in 2008
and ended April 2012. Its mission was to
assess all the functions and impacts of
hunting across a broad range of contexts,
from the richest to the poorest, in Europe
and Africa.
Participants in the project came from
the UK, Norway, Sweden, Spain,
Slovenia, Croatia, Tanzania and Ethiopia
– specialists in a diverse range of
disciplines such as ecology, economics,
political science and sociology. Data has
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been collected about the hunting of
species including moose, Eurasian lynx,
brown bears, red deer, red grouse, redlegged partridge and mountain nyala.
The project has invested heavily in
outreach and communication with a
diversity of stakeholders. The leader of
the communication workpackage is John
Linnell; a senior researcher at the
Norwegian Institute for Nature Research
in Trondheim. “We’re hoping that buried
in the huge mass of accumulated
experience associated with hunting we
might find insights into what makes

some of our interactions
with
biodiversity sustainable and what makes
others unsustainable,” he says.
Linnell has been surprised at the great
diversity of hunting around the world –
and the diversity of motivations for it,
which can range from a means of
generating income, or ensuring survival,
as in parts of Africa, to hunting for
recreation and trophies. Hunting also
seems to play a major role in building
social cohesion and identity in rural
communities.
One
of
the
project’s
biggest
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Environment
achievements, Linnell says, has been in
developing an international and multidisciplinary focus. “It has never been
done before with hunting,” he says, “to
look at it from so many different points
of view within the frames of a single
project.”
As Earth’s biodiversity is increasingly
under threat from a range of human
causes, Linnell feels that we need to
move beyond despair and negativity and
to find practical solutions to the
problems. “There is a desperate need to
identify
potential
models
for

The project was
designed to be a
collection of case
studies from a range of
areas that illustrate
the diversity of contexts
in which hunting is
conducted and to
illustrate many of the
issues that need to be
considered

sustainability and apply them on a large
scale,” he says. “Hunting is one activity
where we have a long history of
interacting with biodiversity.
“The origins of hunting go back
through the millennia to when we first
became humans and the activity
continues today. The question is whether
we can learn any lessons from this
diversity of experience across the
planet’s surface. Can we identify some
general principles for sustainability and
the other issues which are more
dependent on local context?”
Hunting provides a valuable case
study in the use of biodiversity, Linnell
says, because it involves tens of millions
of people globally, it is conducted across
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a wide range of land tenure and land use
systems, and it is an important source of
revenue and protein, particularly in
developing countries.
Hunting is embedded in social
structures and cultural patterns but is
often a flashpoint for conflicts over
natural resource management around
the world.
Hunting for Sustainability has
focused on hunting in Scotland (red deer
and red grouse in the uplands); in
Scandinavia (moose and lynx); in Spain
(red-legged partridge); in the Northern

Dinarics (brown bears); and in Ethiopia
and Tanzania in East Africa.
“The project was not designed to be
simply a systematic review of all hunting
activities across Europe and Africa, and
we did not have any game species that
occurred in all study areas,” Linnell
says. “Rather, the project was designed
to be a collection of case studies from a
range of areas that illustrate the
diversity of contexts in which hunting is
conducted and to illustrate many of the
issues that need to be considered when
evaluating the sustainability of a given
activity.”
One of the project’s primary aims, he
says, has been to shed light on the
potential to build a stronger coalition

between hunters and environmentalists.
“There are quite a lot of policy areas
emerging in the EU at the moment for
which hunting has a direct relevance.
Issues concerned with how the European
landscape can provide as many
ecosystem services as possible.” Hunting
for Sustainability, Linnell says, has
made a highly detailed study of the
interaction between wildlife and human
beings in shared landscapes which can
be a great help to policymakers.
Environmentalists often have a
fundamental
misunderstanding
of
hunters themselves, Linnell says. “We’ve
listened to how hunters around the
world view themselves and their place in
nature. They largely regard themselves
as stewards of nature who believe their
actions are important in conserving
wildlife. Their knowledge of, and desire
to conserve wildlife is, in fact, often far
greater than that of those who live in
urban areas.”
Conservationists and hunters have a
lot of shared intentions, he says, but
there are limits to the overlap. “For
instance we have seen in some areas the
recent return of raptors and large
predators such as the wolf and the
lynx,” Linnell says. “In Nordic countries
wolves will often kill hunting dogs,
which is emotionally disturbing for the
hunters, and the predators will often be
competitors for the same prey.
The project also found that illegal
killing (or poaching) of large carnivores
such as wolves, bears and lynx and
raptors was widespread across Europe. It
appears to be exercised as a form of
protest by hunters against wider social
changes in rural areas and their fear of
external powers that they cannot
influence. Failure to address illegal
killing,
Linnell
believes,
could
undermine the public’s acceptance for
hunting in general.
“Although the practice must be
condemned, its existence does serve as
an indication of the extent of conflict
experienced by some segments of rural
society
towards
the
modern
environmental agenda,” he says. “This
should serve as an incentive to
management authorities to listen to the
concerns of rural people and to show as
much flexibility as possible to find
pragmatic compromises that lessen
conflict. A recurring theme among
hunters was a fear that legislative
protection of animals from exploitation
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Project Information
Program Title:
HUNT: Hunting for Sustainability
Programme Objective:
The overall goal of the project is to
assess the social, cultural, economic
and ecological functions and impacts
of hunting across a broad range
of contexts in Europe and Africa.
Hunting will be used as a lens though
which to examine the wider issue of
how people interact with biodiversity
and seek ways to reconcile conflicts
between people over hunting
practices.
Project Duration and Timing
November 2008 to April 2012
Project Funding:
2.9 million euro from European
Union’s 7th Framework Programme

was viewed as a conservation goal in
itself, rather than as a temporary
management tool to be used to bring
species back to a level where they could
be sustainably exploited. Hunting was
therefore viewed as a way of reducing
some of the conflicts associated with the
presence of wildlife. Unfortunately, some
of these conflicts may run so deep, and
touch on such deeply held values, that no
compromise or conflict mitigation is
possible.
“Somewhat counter intuitively when
we consider the global challenges facing
wildlife conservation in many countries,
especially in central Europe, the
challenge in some situations may be
actually to be able to kill enough animals
in order to control the sizes of the
populations. At high density some species
may cause significant conflicts with
agriculture, forestry, transportation and
other biodiversity objectives.
“However, the plentiful status of
herbivores in Europe (red deer, roe deer,
moose, wild boar), which almost faced
extinction in many areas in the 19th
century but whose populations were
restored by hunters in the 20th century,
should be viewed as a conservation
success story, says Linnell. “It
demonstrates that it is possible to
maintain high-density populations of
large animals in a fragmented and
human-dominated landscape, and to
allow a large hunter harvest. It is fair to
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acknowledge the actions of Europe’s
hunters in restoring our ungulate (hoofed
animals) populations many decades
before the ideas of wildlife conservation
and conservation biology as we know
them today were even conceived.”
How can a project such as Hunting for
Sustainability help hunters themselves?
“Species that are harvested can provide
valuable insights into patterns of global
change, such as climate change,” says
Linnell, and hunters across Europe use a
lot of time and effort in collecting data
which is potentially very useful for
monitoring trends in wildlife populations,
however, not all of these activities are
designed in optimal ways. “Hunters need
to realise that biologists may be able to
help them to use their time and effort in
more effective ways. Equally, researchers
need to realise the enormous potential
value that lies within hunter-derived
data, and also to learn to answer
questions that are of interest to the
hunters. Furthermore, the study of
hunting as a social process offers social
scientists many insights into the
structure and dynamics of rural
communities, and hunters can only
benefit from being better understood by
a wider society which does not often
have much contact with this world.
theses are potential partnerships that
can benefit both sides – and the wildlife
species that both often care so much
about.”

★

Project Partners:
James Hutton Institute (United
Kingdom), Norwegian Institute for
Nature Research (Norway), Frankfurt
Zoological Society (Germany),
Tanzania Wildlife Research Institute
(Tanzania), Universitat Autònoma
de Barcelona (Spain), Instituto
de Investigación en Recursos
Cinegéticos (Spain), University of
Ljubljana (Slovenia), University of
Zagreb (Croatia), Umeå University
(Sweden), Imperial College London
(United Kingdom), University of
Stirling (United Kingdom), University
of Aberdeen (United Kingdom).

Justin Irvine
Justine Irvine’s research
focus is on the ecology and
management of wild and domestic
herbivores in a range of northern
ecosystems. His research involves
cooperation with colleagues from
multiple disciplines as it explores
the ways that issues such as
disease, climate change and socialpolitical issues influence herbivore
populations and their management.

Contact

Main contact name:
Justin Irvine
Email: justin.irvine@hutton.ac.uk
Web: http://fp7hunt.net/
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Society

One of the challenges the Deaf community is facing in the European Union is a low ratio of sign
language interpreters to Deaf people. The EU-funded research project “SignSpeak” (www.signspeak.
eu) is developing an exciting innovation in vision-based technology that could alleviate this problem
by helping to bridge the communication divide between the Deaf and hearing communities

Building Bridges

While the Hearing community has
easy access to the tools that facilitate
open and easy communication, things
are a little more complicated when a
member of the Deaf community wants to
communicate with a member of the
hearing community, or vice versa.
Existing technology serving the Deaf
community such as text and video relay
interpreting
can
be
expensive,
inaccessible and requires a third party,
which compromises privacy.
A new way to communicate
Under the EU-funded project SignSpeak,
a multi-disciplinary team has been
working
on
breaking
down
communication boundaries between the
Deaf and hearing communities through
vision-based technology. Building on
existing technologies, SignSpeak aims to
translate continuous sign language into
text, thus allowing Deaf persons to
communicate with hearing persons in
their own language without needing an
interpreter.
By combining linguistic research with
image analysis techniques, automatic
speech recognition and statistical
machine translation, known from sites
such as ‘Google Translate’, SignSpeak
aims at processing the recorded videos of
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a person signing and translating the
signs into a text in the spoken language.
The SignSpeak technology does not
only recognise isolated signs but takes
into account broader, more complex
linguistic
structures
by
creating
language models to recognise whole
utterances. In order to achieve this,
SignSpeak tries to draw information
from different parts of the signer’s body.
“We are trying to combine information
coming from the dominant hand, such as
the hand shape, with information from
the non-dominant hand, the signer’s
facial expression, such as nodding or
head orientation, eyes and mouth
opening and eyebrow lift,” explains Ing.
Gregorio Martinez, technical coordinator
at CRIC, one of the members of the
consortium of SignSpeak. “These features
give information about the signs as well,
so we combine all of this information.”
“The technology starts with tracking,”
he continues. “We keep track of the
position of the dominant hand and the
face and then we process these parts of
the image for extracting the necessary
information. These features are then fed
into an automatic speech recognition
system that has been adapted from
speech to sign language. Sign languages
are distinct from the spoken language of

the same country. So after recognising
the signs, an additional step is needed to
translate the signs into the text of the
spoken
language.
This
includes
reordering of the words, since sign
language has a different word order from
spoken languages.”
Because sign languages are different
from the respective spoken languages,
Deaf people often have difficulties
reading texts in a spoken language.
SignSpeak technology can therefore
assist Deaf people to communicate freely
in sign language, their first language.
“The technology translates continuous
sign language,” Martinez explains. “It’s
not about recognising isolated signs. The
project partners from Radboud University
Nijmegen are experts in sign language
and linguistics, and we used their
knowledge to further improve the
recognition and translation process. To
develop the technology we needed a large
amount of videos, and in these videos, all
signs had to be annotated, so we needed
their expertise to make the annotations
for the videos.”
The project partner from “the European
Union of the Deaf” (EUD) ensured
SignSpeak kept on track in terms of
meeting the needs of the Deaf community
and disseminating results while the
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input of the industry partner Telefonica
enabled SignSpeak to work on potential
applications.

SignSpeak on trial
The main objective of SignSpeak, says
Martinez, is “not to produce a final
application. The goal is to show that the
combination and adaptation of existing
technologies can solve the challenging
issue of translating a sign language video
to text.” So far, SignSpeak has been
tested on different corpora of videos,
covering different sign languages such as
German Sign Language (DGS), Sign
Language of the Netherlands (NGT) and
American Sign Language, and dealing
with different domains and recording
conditions. By handling databases with
different features, SignSpeak aims at
showing how the system works under
different conditions.
For instance, the RWTH-PHOENIX
database consists of the recordings of
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German weather forecasts extracted from
the main German news programme
“Tagesschau”. These recordings feature
seven different signers in the controlled
setting of a TV-studio who perform
simultaneous interpretation of German
weather forecasts into German Sign
Language. RWTH Aachen University
recorded and annotated over 190 editions,
exceeding the goal of 2,000 sentences
and 20,000 running words. The controlled
domain of weather forecasting implies a
smaller vocabulary size and higher
repetition of signs than for databases
with a broader domain, which explains
why the SignSpeak technology works
best for this database. Additionally, this
demonstrates that SignSpeak could work
with different sign languages and other
context domains if adequate and
sufficient data (videos and annotations)
are provided.
If you want to translate something
more ambiguous or want the system to

translate any sentence in any context, a
huge amount of videos with annotations
would be necessary, but such a general
system was outside the scope of the
SignSpeak project.
The SignSpeak team has also produced
a Demo Website showing the automatic
translation for some videos; additionally,
people with a good grasp of Signed and
spoken German can evaluate the
performance of these translations for the
RWTH-PHOENIX corpus; this can be
done by logging in the Demo
Web, found at http://www.signspeak.eu/
demonstrator/ .

Look to the future
While still in its early stages of
development (the main objective of
SignSpeak being not to produce a final
application but to take a step in the
translation of sign language to text),
SignSpeak partners have already looked
at possible ways of implementing this
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Project Information
Project Title:
SIGNSPEAK: Scientific understanding
and vision-based technological
development of continuous sign
language recognition and translation
Project Objective:
SignSpeak combines, within a
common framework, novel linguistic
research and the most advanced
techniques in image analysis,
automatic speech recognition (ASR)
and statistical machine translation
(SMT). The aim is to test the
combination of these technologies
for automatic translation of sign
language to text for different sign
languages and context domains like
weather forecasting.
Project Duration and Timing:
36 months, March 2009 to March 2012

technology to work within a variety of
situations to aid the Deaf community. It
could be used within the work context at
meetings between Deaf and hearing
colleagues or for Deaf people to send
emails to both their Deaf and Hearing
friends at the same time by sending a
video, which is then automatically
translated into text. Moreover, Deaf and
hearing children could use it as an
educational aid.
The technology could also spread
beyond
the
Deaf
community
into
improving
human-machine
communication such as controlling inhouse devices, as a physiotherapy aid or
as an in-car warning system which rings
an alarm if the driver’s body language
signals dangerous levels of fatigue

indicating he or she is about to nod off.
Deliverables D9.4 and D9.5 are
available on the SignSpeak website for
more information about possible future
applications for the Deaf community and
the industry.
Whatever the future holds, the
European Deaf communities are pleased
with the results of SignSpeak so far.
“The European Union of the Deaf has
been disseminating the project results to
the European community,” says Martinez.
“They know that we are not going to end
up with a ready-to-use product, but they
are happy with our development.
“They can see the benefit it could have
on the long-term, because more years of
research are needed to result in a
satisfactory application.”

Project Funding:
The research leading to these results
has received funding from the
European Community’s Seventh
Framework Programme (FP7/20072013) under the grant agreement
FP7-ICT-2007-3-231424
Project Partners:
* RWTH Aachen University (Financial
Coordinator): www-i6.informatik.
rwth-aachen.de
* CRIC - Centre de Recerca
i Innovació de Catalunya (
Administrative and Technical
Coordinator ): http://www.cric.cat/
* Universität Innsbruck: iis.uibk.ac.at
* Radboud University Nijmegen:
http://www.ru.nl/sign-lang/
* Telefónica Investigación y Desarrollo
http://www.tid.es
* EUD - European Union of the Deaf
http://www.eud.eu/
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Contact

Main contact name:
Gregorio Martínez (CRIC
Tel: +34 93 204 99 22 (Ext. 461)
Email: gregorio.martinez@cric.cat
Web: http://www.signspeak.eu/
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Widely rolled out across Europe, food nutrition labels aim to inform consumers and to encourage
healthier eating. But for a long time no one has been quite clear on their effect on consumer dietary
choices and habits. EU-funded project FLABEL has the goal of answering these unresolved questions

Helping Europe
make healthier
food choices
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Society

In 2008, when FLABEL (Food Labelling
to Advance Better Education for Life) was
set up, there was relatively large research
activity around nutrition labelling in
Europe, explains project coordinator Dr.
Laura Fernández Celemín.
However, a general lack of insight into
the impact of labels on consumer food
choices remained. It wasn’t clear if an
effect even existed at all, and if it did,
which factors influenced label use.
With a goal of addressing these
knowledge gaps, FLABEL, a three-anda-half-year research project, aimed to
scientifically assess the impact of
different nutrition labelling schemes
such as Guideline Daily Amounts (GDAs),
Traffic Light labelling and health logos,
as well as other possible influences and
factors.
FLABEL research was carried out by a
consortium comprised of 13 partners
from eight countries, including academic
experts, retailers and stakeholders.
FLABEL was coordinated by the European
Food Information Council (EUFIC) with
the help of Professor Klaus G. Grunert
from Aarhus University, the project’s
scientific advisor.
An initial line of research aimed to
contextualise nutrition labelling within
Europe. Food audits were run across five
categories in all 27 EU countries (plus
Turkey), revealing a very high presence
of nutrition information, with the
majority of labels on the back of the pack
(85 per cent) compared to 48 per cent
displayed on the front of packages. The
nutrition label, displaying energy and
nutrients levels in a tabular or linear
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form, was the most widespread labelling
scheme for back-of-pack, found on 84 per
cent of products, while the GDA label and
nutrition claims were the most used
front-of-pack schemes, present on a
quarter of products.

only given information about key
nutrients in grams and energy in calories,
and the other, where an additional
standard labelling scheme was used
(GDAs, Traffic Lights, a GDA/Traffic
Lights hybrid label, or a health logo).

Attention and reading of labels

The ‘ideal label’

The second body of work, led by
Wageningen
University
in
the
Netherlands, investigated the attention–
grabbing potential of each label type and
whether this carried through to healthful
food choices.
Various methods were employed: eyetracking studies which measured the
consumer’s eye movements on a package
to find out what draws attention to the
label, and experimental choice tasks,
where consumers selected the most
healthful product from a group, followed
by various self-report surveys.

Follow-up studies led by the University of
the Saarland, Germany, then tested two
hypotheses drawn from all the FLABEL
study data. After consolidating this last
series of research, the final findings were
published this January in the form of a
webinar accessible from the project
website www.flabel.org.

Preference, understanding
health inferences

and

Further investigations, led by the
Agricultural University of Athens in
Greece, and the University of Surrey in
the United Kingdom, measured label
understanding and liking.
The major element of this research was
a 2000-person survey in four European
countries,
measuring
consumer
preferences for different label types. The
same
survey
also
measured
understanding of different label formats,
comparing to which extent consumers
were able to correctly evaluate the
healthfulness of food products under two
conditions: one where participants were

FLABEL key insights
The project’s major conclusion, according
to Professor Klaus G. Grunert, is that
motivation and attention are the two
main barriers preventing nutrition
labelling from influencing healthier food
choices.
Although consumers can identify the
most healthful product from a selection,
health is not a major factor when choosing
foods by preference, he says. Other
criteria such as taste, family liking, and
buying habits take over.
Therefore motivation – specifically, in
the form of a health goal – is essential.
Eye tracking studies revealed that the
average attention to labels is between
just 25 and 100 milliseconds – too brief a
period for nutrition information to be
processed in any depth, says Grunert,
again pointing towards a health goal as
an important attention boost.
In terms of label format, FLABEL
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The “bottlenecks” preventing nutrition labels from
having a positive impact on food choice
Lack of motivation and lack of attention
limit the use of labels as a guide to
healthful food choices. Label format
can have a positive effect on consumers’
reactions to and use of nutrition labels
in some cases, especially if used in a
consistent way.
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suggests presenting information in a
consistent way on the front of a package
to improve attention and understanding,
and to facilitate healthy choices.
These factors were found to be more
important than label type in the
preference research, says Grunert. In
addition, follow-up studies suggest full
implementation across Europe would
enhance the effectiveness of nutrition
labelling.
Lower information density on a package
can also increase attention, as can the
addition of a health logo, which was found
to especially influence choice under time
pressure, says Grunert.
Format preference did not seem to be a
major obstacle for label use, as consumers
generally like complex labels just as much
as the simpler ones. There was also only a
very marginal variation found in
consumers’ understanding of different
label types.

Developing policy implications from
FLABEL results
Insights from FLABEL were discussed
with stakeholders, including policy
makers, industry, retailers and consumer
organisations, at a consensus workshop.
Among other conclusions, it was agreed
that consistency and familiarity play a
much larger role in consumer attention
than the adoption of one particular label
format. This means that standardised
guidelines on the use of nutrition labelling
could help to improve consumer use. In
particular, FLABEL data suggest that the
widespread use of front-of-pack nutrition
information would be the most effective
option.
Stakeholders recognised that the use of
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nutrition labelling can act as an important
incentive for product reformulation and
development.
FLABEL studies show that a larger
health product pool leads to healthier food
choices, says Grunert. This demonstrates
the
importance
of
encouraging
manufacturers to develop foods with a
more healthful nutrient profile in order to
be able to gain health logos or nutrient
claims for their foods.
Finally, it is vitally important to
consider nutrition labelling in a broader
context.
“FLABEL results have shown that
maybe we have concentrated too much in
the past on details of the format and not
enough on other factors that affect the use
of the information, like the motivation
and the attention-getting properties,”
says Grunert.
He says the EU needs to cast its net
wider to focus on improving health
education and health motivation. Only
when we start to address the bigger
picture will we start to see a real influence
of labelling on healthier food choices
across Europe.
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The

LAST word

By Futurologist
Richard Watson

DIABETES

is the new health monster
D

iabetes is a new pandemic, a disease
spreading across continents through
the developed and developing
world. It’s not even a virus.
Whether it hits children, old people or the
rich, it is an expensive and debilitating
disease that demands continuous treatment
until death. The drugs are available but, as
is often the case, they are not always
available where they are most needed. More
importantly, diabetes is a disease that can
be prevented.
Let’s start with children. India has trouble
feeding its 1.2 billion population and yet
obesity and diabetes in children has
become a problem for middle class families.
Some 23per cent of urban 5-14 year olds
are overweight and 11per cent are obese.
India has the highest number of diabetics
in the world – 51 million of them. This is
partly because they adopted the same
affluent lifestyles as in the West and partly
because South Asian people seem
genetically more susceptible to it.
Unfortunately for Chinese children, a
recent US study found diets rich in
vegetables and fruit still led to obesity.
Researchers put this down to heavy use of
deep frying and stir-fries, as well as
increased consumption of Western food.
About 20per cent of Chinese children and a
third of boys are overweight, compared to
less than 2per cent in 1985. This is a
frightening increase, compared to the rate
in America.
According to the American Diabetes
Association (ADA), a quarter of US adults
have diabetes. In a 199-country analysis,
the number of adults with diabetes has
doubled in the past 30 years to 347 million
in 2008. This is attributed to population
growth and aging, as well as unhealthy
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diet and sedentary lifestyle. Obesity is a
risk factor for type 2 diabetes and obesity
among children is increasing: more than
20per cent of American children 2-5 years
old are overweight or obese. However,
80per cent of worldwide diabetics are
expected to be living in low or middle
income countries in 2030 so the problem is
unfortunately not confined to the rich
West.
In Africa, where malaria and HIV were
the main killers, lifestyle diseases are
taking over.
The region is used to high starch diets
and drought, so people take pride in
gaining weight as proof of wealth.
Moreover, Kenyans are suffering the
“Coca-Colaisation” of their society and the
government is considering banning
advertising near schools. Africans, like
South Asians, also have a strong gene for
diabetes.
If 7.8per cent of the global population
will be diabetics by 2030, it will be an
enormous drain on our medical system.
Moreover, the West overpays for
insulin, because there are
cheaper versions of it that are
often ignored in favour of
the expensive versions.
Insulin turned 90 in

2011 but does not cure diabetes; it only
staves it off. Some $US418 billion was
spent on insulin in 2010, which went to a
small group of beneficiaries including
Novo Nordisk, Eli Lilly and Sanofi-aventis.
It could help if health services started to
buy cheaper versions, which would allow
smaller companies to produce cheap
insulin in competition with the global
giants.
With these startling statistics in mind, it
will be critical for governments to pay
more attention to the supply and cost of
insulin, and emphasise the prevention of
obesity and diabetes. This could be an
uphill battle, given the attractiveness of
this massive lifelong market to Big Pharma.
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1 to 4 July 2012, Singapore
Sands Expo & Convention Center
Marina Bay Sands

HOW LIVEABLE AND
SUSTAINABLE IS YOUR CITY?

With urbanisation taking place on an unprecedented scale, there is an urgent
need to find real solutions for more sustainable and liveable cities.
Join international leaders and experts to discuss the world’s most pressing urban
issues and challenges. Network with leading policymakers, industry professionals
and business leaders to discover new opportunities and insights for city building.
Learn the latest trends, best practices and practical solutions for more integrated
sustainable cities.
Key Highlights
•
•
•
•

Lee Kuan Yew World City Prize
WCS Mayors Forum
Plenary Sessions
Sessions in Parallel

• World Cities Summit Expo
• Urban Project Showcase
• Onsite Visits

Speakers
• Mr Flemming Borreskov
President, IFHP

• Dr. Roland Busch

CEO, Infrastructure and Cities,
AG Siemens

• Mr Goh Kok Huat

President, GIC Real Estate

• Ms Huang Yan

Director, Beijing Municipal Urban
Planning Commission

• Mr Frank Jensen

Lord Mayor, Copenhagen

• Mr Amitabh Kant

CEO & MD, Delhi-Mumbai Industrial
Corridor Development Corporation

• Professor Jacqueline McGlade
Executive Director, European
Environment Agency

• Mr Kamal Nath

Minister for Urban Development, India

• Mr Henri Proglio

Chairman, Electricité de France (EDF)

• Mr Jeffrey Rhonda

VP & General Manager, Global Government
and Education, IBM
and more...

Register interest today at info@worldcities.com.sg or call +65 6542 8660

www.worldcitiessummit.com.sg
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